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GENERA L SUM2VIAR I,"

Tiffs paper describes how different types of household allocate their
financial assets. We look at hot~sehold characteristics such as wealth,
income, age, sex, and socio-economic group and at financial assets from
bank deposits and Government savings schemes to equities and life
assurance. Though wealth in the form of housing is examined, the focus is
primarily on financial assets.

The study is based on a large-scale sample survey carried out during
1987 by dae ESRI which collected data on a range of economic and social
variables fi’om more than 3,000 houselaolds in Ireland. Despite tile known
reluctance of respondents to reveal financial assets, analysis of the data
shows that this sample does provide useful information. Thus, although
the aggregate financial wealth implied by the respondents ila this sample
falls well short of independent estimates of houselaold financial wealth, the

sample is not materially worse in this regard than samples analysed abroad.
Furthermore, the pattern of financial asset holdings actually reported
generally accords with a priori expectations. For this reason, we believe
that the patterns displayed by the sample are probably indicative of the
population as a whole, except for the very top of the wealth distribution.

Financial assets represent a relatively small fi’action of total householcl
wealth. Housing and farmland bulk mucla larger. Of financial assets, fully
two-thirds are in the form of deposiLs at financial institutions, and three
quarters in deposits or in Government small savings schemes.

Tables showing the mean and median holdings of different categories
of household are provided. These illustrate the degree to which
households with higher income, and with older beads, tend to hold more
financial assets. The labour force status of the ltousehold is also

significantly correlated with financial asset holdings: the retired have
median holdings more than 10 times that of the unemployed. Among
broad socio-economic groups, median holdings of the professional and
managerial and the farmers are a multiple of that of the low-skill group.

Coml)aratively few houselaolds hold more sophisticated assets such as
equities or bonds - indeed onl), 1 in 10 reporting hottseholds held an), of
these. Furthermore even these houselaolds did not diversify into different
categories of sophisticated assets. Not surprisingly, hotJseholds with
sophisticated assets tended to be in the higher income categories, with

ix



THE FINANCIAL ASSETS OF HOUSEHOI.D5 IN [REI~uND

median income 50 per cent higher than the rest. Also their total financial
asset holdings were ranch higher in relation to their income.

In addition to analysing die way in which average boldings of different
types of financial assets vary across households of different t)q~es, time study
attempts to distinguish between dae explanatory role of different factors
using multiple regression techniques. These suggest that both time level of
weahh holdings and of income are important and independent influences
on portfolio composition. Broadly speaking, wealthier households hold
less of their assets in financial form. Ftwthermore, among financial assets,
riley hold a lower proportion of bank deposits and small savings; and a
higher proportion of equities and bonds. The influence of income (as
distinct from weahh) varies witb age; except for hottseholds wida young
heads, higher income is associated with greater emphasis on bank deposits
and small savings.

Housing invesunent, though undoubtedly influenced by other factors,
also has a financial ,aspect. In particular, we fincl dlat households facing a
higher marginal income t,-Lx rate borrow more to pay for more vahmble
houses. This is nndoubtedly related to time favourable tax treatment of
home mortgages.

There is also an analysis of overdrafts, term loans and recurrent
premium life ~ssurance contracts. The latter do not appear to be treated as
close substitutes for otber financial assets.

Examination of portfolio composition can tbrow light on time degree to
which households are risk averse, and how this risk aversion varies with

wealth. The study ilhtstrates how these questions can he addressed, and
obtains tbe tentative conchtsion that risk aversion (measured by the
coefficient of relative risk aversion) probably declines with wealth, a
finding that has implications fox" time impact of tax policy on risk-taking.



Chal)ter 1

IArI’ROD UCTYON

Tbis paper presents new information about tile composition of tile
asset portfolios of households in Ireland. Our focus is on financial assets,
but we do have some material on housing wealth. The paper does not refer
to pension wealth.

Tile management of household financial portfolios has become
considerably more sophisticated in recent years as financial institutions
have competed much more actively for resources. Generally higher
rettlrns, and other characteristics including tax advantages, and a fuller
[nent~ of risk-and-return combinations, have characterised tile range of
savings products offered to laouseholds. While participating financial
institutions tllemselves are able to form some picture of the profile of their
own customers, there has not been any systematic overall study of tile
portfolio choices of laouseholds in h’elaJld.

Tile growth in household financial assets has been appreciable,
doubling in nonlinal terms 13etween 1985 (when tile), were probably lower
than that year’s GNP) and 1990 (when they exceeded GNP by some 20 per
cent).I These resources are channelled to borrowers whose use of tile
fllnds can have a strong influence on investment, productivity and growth.

B), pooling risks, financial institutions can transform tile liquidity and risk
characteristics of their assets, and offer households much safer assets than

can tile individual borrower. In an increasingly open international capital
market, it is important to ensul’e that h’ish borrowers are not starved of
hinds b), virtue of h’ish household savers being offered more attractive
savings media abroad. The ability of the Irish financial institutions to offer
the savings ntedia that h’ish households want will depend oil their
knowledge of h’ish hotisehold preferences in these matters, as well as oil
the t~xx and regulatory environnlent. Thus an understanding of existing or
recent household portfolios should help contribute to policy, both of
domestic financial instittttions and of Government.



2 THE FINANCIAL ASSI’YI’S OF HOUSEHOLDS IN IRELAND

This paper reports tile findings of a study on the patterns of portfolio
choice of Irish households. To (late little has been known about how

household financial portfolios vary with household characteristics such ,"ks
wealth, income, age, sex, and socioeconomic groul). This study provides
an opporttmity to explore these matters in some detail. Though we do
treat housing wealth briefly, our focus is almost exclusively on financial
assets and we do not use data on pension wealth.

The study is based on a large-scale sample survey carried out during
1987 by the ESRI. The survey collected a mass of information concerning
income, expenditure, labour force status, occupation and industry,
education, assets, use of State services and a variety of measures of
attitudes, lifestyle and physical and psychological health, for some 3,294
households. Much of the data collected in this study on matters other than
financial holdings has already been analysed and reported,2 and tile
sample has provided a fi’amework for anal}~ing the impact of policy actions
in a variety of fields.’s

Although the total financial wealth reported by these households turns
out to fall well short of independent estimates, tile sample is not materially

worse in this regard than samples analysed abroad. Furthermore, the
pattern of financial asset holdings actually rel)orted generally accords with
a priori expectations. For this reason, we believe that the patterns
displayed by the sample are probably indicative of the population as a
whole, except for tile very top of the income distribution.

In addition to presenting a number of cross-tabulatlons, showing how
average holdings of different types of financial assets vary across
households of different types, we attempt to model portfolio selection

using multiple regression techniques. It should be pointed out right away
that we do not include any information on I)ension wealth in this study.

To give a flavour of the results, these suggest, for example, that both
wealth holdings and income are important influences on portfolio
composition. Broadly speaking wealthier laouseholds 11o1(I less of their assets
in financial form.4 Furthermore, among financial assets, they hold a lower
proportion of bank deposits and small savings; and a higher proportion of
equities and bonds. The influence of income (as distinct fi’om wealth) vmies
with age; except for households with young heads, higher income is
mssociated with greater efiaphasis on bank deposits and small savings.

’2The first majo," report was Callan. el al. (1989), which contains, in Chapter 4. the basic
detailed account of the methodolog3’ used ira collecting the sample.

Two recent exam pies arc Callan ( 1991 ) and Nolan ( 1991 a).

4They also hold less in the form of |musing: it is the share of business weahh that most
llOtZll)ly increases as weahh [llCl’C~lses.



Exam-i’nation of portfolio composition can throw light on the degree to
which households are risk averse, and how this risk aversion varies with

wealth. The data available to us are not rich enough to allow definite
conclusions here, but we illustrate how these questions can be addressed,
and obtain the tentative conclusion that risk aversion (measurccl by the
coefficient of relative risk aversion) probably declines with weahh, a
finding that has implications for the impact of t,xx policy on risk-taking.

The presentation of our findings is influenced by the fact that, for a
variety of reasons, some financial assets held b), households must be treated
separately from the others. For one thing, recurring premium life
assurance policies represent a financial asset, but one which households
appear to treat differently from the rest. Another special area is houselaold
current accounts and borrowing: ottr data here seem likely to combine
accounts that are essentially business relatecl with those truly related to
household activities. As already mentioned, pension weahh is an important
component of weahh, but it is not one on which our data set can throw
mucla light.

The paper is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 briefly reviews the various
assets which are being examined, and puts the present study in the context
of previous empirical work on asset holdings for Ireland. Chapter 3
provides an account of the sample and the questions asked about financial
assets. Chapter 4 describes the main features of household portfolios and
presents the cross-tabulations. Chapter 5 reports the regression modelling.
Chapter 6 illustrates the economic application of the modelling. We do
have data on housing, and though the focus of the paper is mainly on
financial assets, we review these data in Chapter 7, and apply a regression
anal),sis to the determinalats of the relative share of housing and other
assets. Chapter 8 describes the (less complete or interpretable)
information tl~at is available on current accounts, debt and life assurance
policies, and examines the imlaaet of including these variables in the
regression models. Chapter 9 contains some concluding remarL~.



Chapter 2

I4q£AL7"I-I AND FhVANCIAL ASSETS

7),pe~s" of Wealth and Thei’r I-lold~;t~"
This paper is chiefly concerned with financial assets. In considering the

findings it is important to bear in mind that these represent only a small
part of dae tTpical household’s aggregate wealth. In addition to financial
assets, the household wealth can take the form of ownership of a business
(for example a farm enaterprise or a shop), a house, land and other
tangible property or intangible property (patents and the like). To dlese
may be added the hottsehold’s stock of hunaan capital, i.e., the present
equivalent vahte of the stream of labotu" income which the naembers of the
household can expect to earn in the flttun’e. Household borrowings need
to be netted from wealth holdings in order to arrive at a net wealth on- net
worth concept.

Incorporated businesses also have wealth holdings, though households
generally hold an indirect claim on most of business wealth throttgh
ownership of equities and other financial assets. Government wealth
holdings are also important, and it has been observed that these too have
an impact on houselaold spending power through the services they
provide, or hy redttciog the tax burden that might odterwise be levied. By
concentrating on houselaold financial assets here we avoid some of the
complex issues of who the ttltimate beneficiaries of business and
government wealth holdings are. Note however that (althottgh not covered
in this paper) hottseholds also have quantitativel), important pension
rights,5 effectively representing a Wpe of quasi-financial claim on a pension

5Measuring pensiona claims is a venT co0nplcx matter. Manly firms establish pension

ftnnds holding finaancial asseus to meet futuue cl:fiuns, but the s~alt, c of tbe pension rigbts

pn’onnised to employees (in the cnse of defined benelql pension schemes) ma,v exceed or fall
short of the value of tbe pension fund. In nddition man)’ employers (including the

Governn~aem) do not have a separate fund for pension liabilities. The value of pension

fimds at end-1987 was about £5 billion, a figtxn’e which may be connpan’ed with total money
supply and liquid assets of about £15 billion at Ihe same date (of. Hoiit)ban. 1992). A

counprehenasive review of pension schenncs in Ireland is contained in Hughes (1992).
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fund which, in turn, holds financial and other assets to meet these claims
ill due COUl’Se.6

Financial Assets in h’eland

The main h’ish financial assets~ held by h-ish households are (1)
currency and deposits with tile banks, building societies and silnilar
institutions,8 (2) Government small savings schemes, (3) other
Government securities, (4) shareholdings ill enterprises, (5) claims on life
assurance companies on foot of savings-related scllemes,t~ This is tile broad

classification which we follow throughout the paper. There are also fixed
interest claims on enterprises (including semi-state bodies), but, though
these have grown in recent years, they were small ill 1987, the year to
which this study refers. In addition, Irish households have claims on tile
vest of the ~1orld.10

c~rhc queslion of evaluating Ihe role of pellsion funds in saving :rod asset ;iccUmlllallon

has generaled a large internalional lilcl’;llure, a ftdl review of which is heyond the scope of
this paper. A useful stn’,,ey of the issues, providing fin’ther references is Bodie (1990). who

points out that occupatic+nal pension schemes serve as incentive devices in the labour

nlal-kc[ 3s well ,’IS rellecling aspecls of corporate tax pl~nlling. The pl’cdonlin~nc~ of
defined benefit (as ol)posed to defined contribution) ~hemes suggesl that Ille u~dil.ional

perspective, which argues that file cbief role of pensions is to provide insurance againsl

longevity and investmenl risk, is correct. For high income households which have file

discretion to make addition;~l pension fund contributions, these m;~y be importanl

investments at the margin. \~qlether pensions (or social securily) ;u’e substitutes for liquid

fornl$ of saving is hotly disputed, though in the case of individual reLircment accotmLS in
the US the subslilulabilily appears low (Venti and Wise. 1990).

7For account~ of the h’ish financial s vstem and its evolution see Bourke and Kinsena

(1988). McGo~nm (1990).

8Such as the Post Office and Trustee Savings Bank.s (POSB an(I TSB), the Govenament-

owned specinlised hanks ACC and [CC. and the Credit Unions.

9Bcc;luse of good hefore tax retUl’llS, as well as favol/rable lax treatment, life aSStll~lnce

companies wcle able to attract considcl’able savings. In addilioll to lhe IraditJonal

elldowment ;~ssurance, offering a pa)’lnenl al a certain flltUre date. or belbre if the insured

person dies, and bought through periodic premium payments, life asStll’allcc related savings

have been a~.qilable through a single "premium payment" offering either a return linked to

the performance of a inanaged investlnent [kind (’ullit-linked bonds") Ol- a fixed income or
capital appreciation (’guaranteed bonds").

l°ln 1987. relatively strict exchange controls limited new investment in fi~reign

financial assets. However, households still lind holdings dating to before the applicatiol~ of

exchange conlrols to the OK in 1978. Remainhlg exchange controls were relnoved in
JanualT 1993.
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Not all of the assets outstanding under dae above headings are directly
held by households. For example, enterprises are important holders of
bank deposits; assurance companies and pension flmds are important
holders of Government securities and company equities. In most cases,
only rough estimates are available concerning the proportion of these
assets held by households.

Several studies have appeared to explain the evolution of aggregate
outstanding amounts of various financial assets in h’eland. Browne and
Honohan (1988) in particular explained trends in bank and building
society deposits, and bank lending, on the basis of interest rate
differentials. But the data used did not allow any sectoral breakdown.
Browne (1988) and Thorn (1990), among others, have studied the
evolution of mortgage lending.

The Intersectoral Fiord of Funds
By acquiring financial assets, households with a surphts of income over

desired expenditure transfer purchasing power to households with a
deficit, to dxe Government, or to enterprises. The financial assets acqtfired
may direcdy represent the liability of the ultimate user of the funds (as in
dm case of shareholdings in a company) or that of a financial intermediary
which in turn will lend to the ultimate user of funds (bank deposits). The
Government is both a final user of funds and an important financial
intermediary in that it onlends a significant~l portion of its borrowings.

This intersectoral flow of fimds in h’eland has been described and
quantified in a number of studies over the years (Dowling, 1973; Honohan,
1982b; O’Connell, 1986; Honohan, 1992, 1993); data for most of the
OECD countries appears in United Nations (1991), and for a selection of
developing countries in Honohan and Atiyas (1993). No systematic study
of the aggregate claims outstanding between sectors has been published
for h’eland (for the UK see Revell, 1967; for other countries see the World
Bank, 1989).

Scope of the Present Stu@
This paper is concerned with examining how hottseholds allocate

wealth as between financial and non-financial assets, and how their
financial weahh is apportioned between different categories of financial
assets. A given hottsehold will make these choices on the basis of a variety

I IThough recenlly reduced as a resuh of the new policy of making grants instead of

subsidised loans to local authorities for housing and other capital services.
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of considerations, not all of which will be evident fi’om the sample survey
data. As a result, only a small proportion of the variations between the
portfolios of different households can be explained by measured
characteristics.

The economic theory of household saving behaviour emphasises the
desire to smooth consumption over the life-cycle and over transitory
shocks in income, as well as the desire to make bequests, as important
determinants of saving. The form in which household assets are held will
depend on characteristics of expected after-tax return, risk, liquidity and
transactions costs. Different assets present a trade-off between these
characteristics to which hottseholds will respond depending on their
particnlar circumstances. Thus households which are more risk-averse will
tend to choose less risky assets; households which are liable to flttctuations
in their income will choose assets with high liquidity; wealthy households
will be prepared to incur fixed transactions costs involved in holding a
greater variety of assets, or more sophisticated assets.12

Although the wealth variables that we use clo include housing,
farmland and the value of businesses, we focus mainly on financial assets. It
is likely to be easier to explain or model household choices between
different financial assets than the allocation of their wealth between
financial and non-financial assets. For one thing, measurement of non-
financial wealth is considerably less reliable than financial wealth,
especially for human wealth (i.e., the present value of future earnings
potential). Furdaermore, households may experience some constraints in
reaching the desired balance between financial and non-financial wealth.
To begin with, much of non-financial wealth may not be readily sold, or
mortgaged: this is likely to apply to much of human wealth, as well as the
value of small businesses owned. Likewise, households may experience
borrowing constraints so that it may not be possible for d~em to achieve
the portfolio structure they would like to have. Finally, investing in many
types of non-financial wealth, including owner-occupied homes and
human capital, is done in order to obtain non-financial benefits.13

These considerations also explain why we look not only to the
households net wealth as a scale variable in explaining the portfolio, but
also to financial wealth and income.

I’-’lnertia and t~nsactions cos~ will inhibit households fi’om reaching a theoretically
ideal portfolio, bm Ihc systematic tendencies we have described should appear on avct.~ge.

I’~Fhe queslion of whether portfolio nllocation among financial :~sset.~ can be an:d)-zed
independently of olher non-finzincial ass~l.s is f~lrthcr considered in Chapter 7 below.
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We focus in particular on the choice between two classes of financial

assets, which we term "basic" and "sophisticated" assets respectively. The
basic, or traditional, assets comprise deposits and small savings; the
sophisticated assets are the others - Government securities (gilts), equities
and "bonds".]4 The labels basic and sophisticated could be questioned, but

tbey are probably more precise than alternative ways of summarising the
differences such as riskiness or liquidity (thottgh in Chapter 6 we will use a
"riskiness" interpretation).

In summary then, the wealth of the household (as defined), together
with its current income and the tax rate it faces, should help to explain its
financial portfolio on the basis of variations in the honsehold’s willingness
and capacity to absorb risk, and on the after tax returns presented to it by
different savings media. As a household passes through its life-cycle it may
be expected to go successively through periods of accumulation and then
decumulation of financial assets, with the greatest stock of assets just before
retirement of the household head. In addition, households may differ in
their willingness to save (rate of time-preference) and risk-aversion,
depending on measurable socioeconomic factors.15

Comparison with h~ternational EmpiT~cal Literature
The international empirical literature on the composition of

household portfolios can usefitlly be divided into three categories based on
whether the studies nsedata on a single cross-section (as here), or on a
time series (including a time series of eros~sections or panel data). Most of
the recent literature focuses on the latter, and is concerned with estimating
the sensitixdty of the aggregate portfolio to changes in yields, covariances
or other varying aspects of the external environment.16 Obviously, that

part of the literature is not closely related to the present study.
There is a series of important descriptive papers on the US Survey of

Consumer Finances, beginning with Projector and Weiss (1966), and
including Avery et al. (1984a, b, 1988), Avery and Elliehausen (1986) and
Kennickell and Shack-Marquez (1992). These data have been used as the
basis for several of the econometric studies.

14These "bonds" (i.e., guaranteed income or growth bonds, or trail-linked honds are
those reported in Question 8 from the list presented in Chapter 3 below.

l’~ln other words households" intertempol~.l utility fimctions may x~r). systematically
with observed characteristics.

16Of collrse, there is also a large litcraturc on saving and wealth formation of
households, some of which also uses cross-section data, cf. Ha,x.,ashi (1985). for example.
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Among the small collection of econonletric papers dealing with a
single17 cross-section, Uhler and Cragg (1971) focused on the fact that
many households were incompletely diversified, i.e., that they held only a
subset of all possible categories of financial ,asset. Their approach to this
problem was to estimate equations predicting the degree of diversification,
as well as equations predicting the various asset demands, conditional on
degree of diversification.

Friend and Blume (1975) noted that portfolio conaposition could
throw light on risk aversion, in that a more risk averse household would
tend to hold a riskier portfolio. They grouped ,assets into three risk classes
and, using data on average return and risk in the market, estinmted both
the average degree of risk aversion and how it varied with wealth for their
sample of US households in 1962.

T~Lxation did enter into Friend and Blume’s anal),sis, but it is cenual to
Feldstein’s (1976) paper, which was also based on the 1962 survey. He
estimated the responsiveness of portfolio shares to a household’s t~xable

income and t:hus to its marginal tax rate. Even though he only had one
cross-section, the fact that marginal tax rates vary among houselaolds
allowed Feldstein to infer (under fairly su’ong assumptions) the elasticity of
demand for different assets with changes in their relative net )’ield. He
found relativel), high t,’ux and afortiori rate of return effects.

Two other papers should be mentioned. Shorrocks (1982) presented
estimates of the sensitivity of portfolio composition to age and wealth,
using data drawn fi’om estate dttty files (i.e. fi’om the composition of
portfolios measured at death). King and Leape (1984) can be seen as an
attempt to combine the concern of Feldstein with taxation with the
attention given by Uhler and Cragg to incomplete portfolios; it provides
probably the most comprehensive fi’amework for econometric analysis of
this wpe of data.

17Actuall), Uhlt:r and C~, gg used three cros~sections, but these were simply pooled and

Ihe lime dimension was ignored.



Chapter 3

THE SAMPLE

The Samp&d Households
The sample comprises 3,294 households who were interviewed during

1987. These were drawn from a larger sample of whom 1,246 households
refilsed declined to be interviewed and 598 households could not be located
or interviewed for 8on]e odler reasoll. This non-response rate, somewhat

higher daan normal for ESRI surveys, is not out of line with US experience
with income and wealth surveys. Tile sample has been reweighted to correct
for non-response bias. Some 205 households have to be omitted fi-om the
data in the present paper because they refnsed to answer questions on asset
holdings18 That leaves us with 3,089 observations.

That the ESRI salnple is a representative one has been verified by
comparing tile responses with independent information about the
population along a number of dimensions - composition by age and sex,
number of honsehold members at work in different occupational and
industrial sectors, range of taxable income, use of State health services
among others. It was dlis good experience with tile sample ill other fields
which encouraged us to extend the analysis into the structure of financial
asset portfolios, despite the knowledge that responses to questions
concerning wealth are known to pose particular problems in tills kind of
survey.

The Questionnaire
Tile questions on savings and assets included ill the survey came at the

end of a lengdW questionnaire. There were twelve questions, some of them
broken into sub-sections as set out in Annex 1. Apart fi’om Questions Nos.
1 and 10, these t~sked about the current ~due of various assets. The twelve
questions related to:

1. Income fi’om deposits with financial institutions and fi’om Govern-

men t savi rigs schemes.

18These missing 205 households were widely distributed in terms of incollle, but about

30 pel-cent were from the two highest income deciles (Nolan, 1991b).

10
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2. Deposit balances with financial institutions. Respondents were
asked separately about (a) building societies, (b) POSB and TSB,
(c) deposits other than "cheque book accounts" wida banks, ACC,
ICC and credit unions, etc.

3. Savings Certificates19 and Index-linked Savings Bonds..-’°

4. National Instalment Savings.21

5. Prize bonds.
6. (a) Government and other official stocks; (b) "Shares and

securities".
7. Odmr investmenks held on I)ehalfofchilch’en.
8. "Once-off or lump-sum investlnents in deposit or investment

I)onds, guaranteed income I)onds, growth bonds, or other unit-
linked funds".

9. Land or property other than principal residence.
10. A question on gifts and inheritances received.
I1. Current (cheque-book) accounts.

12. Other property or savings not ah’eady mentioned.

In addition, other sections of the questionnaire elicited other relevant
irlforlnation concerning residential property, life assurance, and
borrowings.

19Saviilg$ tel’lificatt:s are a Oovt:l-nnlenl-gtlal]inlf:ed savings me(lillln bearing I~l.~’flIC[~

interest. Interest is accrued half-,vearl), and the I~ttc of interest increases slightly the longer
the certificatt: is held. [ntel’eSl 17, tes al’e Iqxed at the time of investment; these nltes al’e not

adjusted for new inveslincnt.s as fi’equcnt[y as is the ease with bank :lnd building society

deposils; a change in the tn, tes is referred to :is a new "issue" of ~lvings cei-tific:lt~s. T)’pieally

the inlerest ),ields on savings certificates have tended to be sel so that thcy are roughl),

equi~t[enl fi)r a slandard iilcome tax i~tt~: payer to the ncl i~te on buildii~g socie~ deposit;

this is also trtte (becausl3 of tile i-~lention tax t~tl deposit interest) for most zero-r~lte
laxpayers, o1" for p~rsons who do not declai’c inll2rest incofilc to the I:tx aulhorili~s. For

those paying a higher t=ttt: of income tax the savings certilqcate offers a higher net yield.

The maximum h.lding of a given issue of savings cerlificates in 1987 was £25.000 (1993:
£40,000) per person. Cci’tificalcs nlav bc cashed :it any time, but with a dcla), of seven

working da)’s.

~Savings bonds differ onl), slighlly from savings certificates: they may be bought only in

multiples of £50: interest accrtles monthly (bill no interest is pa)’able if the bond is

encashed within the first year); and thcl-e is :ill inflation-proofing guat-antee. The ceiling on

holdings in 1987 w~ls £25,000 ( 1993: £40,000).

211nstahnent savings involve i)a)’ing a fixed nlonthl)’ amount (of between £10 and £200)

for twelve illonllls, [lltCl’eS[ is paid aL a Fate broadly similar to that available on savings

Cel’lil~lC~tlcS, but no hltcrcst is pa)’/d)lc tlntil twelve IIIOI]Lhs ;t[’ter tile yl2al" of saving.
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Chapters %6 anal)~e the answers given to Questions 2-8 above and thus
foctts exclusively on financial assets. Within this class there are at least
three noteworthy omissions: currency, current (cheqtte-book) accounts
and recurring premium life-assurance related assets.

Currency is not inclucled; no question was asked in the survey about
currency holdings.

Current accounts are excluded from the analysis of Chapters 3-6.
Interpreting tbe answers given about cheque-book accounts is
complicated by several factors. For one tbing, many self-employed
appear to use one account for both business and personal purposes: dais
makes it difficult to infer what are to be regarded as housebold holdings
and what part of the current assets of the business. For another, the
sharp fluctuations in current account balances and tbe uncertainty
surrounding uncleared cheques make aggregation especially trick),.

Though item 8 above covers single premiun~ assurance related savings,
it does not refer to tbe value of life assurance assets based on recurring
premittms. The survey did include questions which should allow
inferences about the value of assets based on savings-related lift
assurance policies, and tbis is discussed in Chapter 8. Financial
liabilities are also left to Chapter 8.

It is important to note that tbe total wealth variable which we use (in
analFzing tile portfolio choices) includes (as well as financial assets) wealth
in the form of land and property (inchtding farmland) and the value of
business owned by the self-employed. Except in Chapter 7 (where we are
specifically interested in the mortgage debt) tbe total wealth variable is net
of mortgages owed by owner-occupiers and debt owed by farmers.22

Elmnents of Wealth Omitted

It is worth stressing that important types of :asset holdings that are not
covered by this study.

First, business wealth, and other assets held in tbe form of property
(otber than the principal residence) are not included, because of our
focus on financial ,assets. Data obtained for the 1987 sample on the value of
farm land and other business wealth have been anal)~ed elsewhere (Nolan
199119). We do inchtde a discussion of residential property, the most
important form in wbicb non-bunmn wealtb is held, in Cbapter 7.

’~2A description of the distribution of total wealth and its componenl.S is contained in

Nolan (1991b).
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Second, we do not covet" pension entitlements payable on retirement
though these constitute an important asset for many employees. Tile 1987
sample obtained information suggesting that about half those who were
working as employees when sampled bad such entitlements associated with
tbeir job. Methods of valuing such et~titlements to obtain a more
comprehensive picture of the distribution of total wealth have been
developed elsewbere, and it would be interesting to explore their
application in an h’ish context. At the same time, the typical pension
entitlement is quite illiquid and cannot easily be converted into other
forms of savings. This applies with even more force to the social security
"wealth" represented by people’s entitlements to pensions and other
IJenefits fl’om tbe social welfare system.

Date of Sample
A final caveat regarding the year in which the sample was taken. It is

hard to say just how representative 1987 was. To take just one example, it was
a time of stock market buoyancy and there was a considerable marketing
effort on behalf of collective investment media. Investment patterns can
change fl’om year to year, affecting portfolio shares as well as flows.

Com~.,m~ng Reported Holdings with hzdtg)endent 7btals
Grossing-up reported holdings to arrive at figures corresponding to the

total population we find that, as expected, there is a sizable discrepancy
between tbe reported total holdings of a number of financial assets and
independent indicators of the relevant aggregates. Table 3.1 reproduces a
comparison with independent estimates from Nolan (1991b).2"~ The figure
of 41 pet" cent included in this table for household deposits may be on the
high side,24 though the actual percentage is unlikely to be much below 30

2:~No comparable il~depcndent estilnate of aggregate Iiouseht~h:l equity holdings
(includilag foreign equities) is a~ilable; our grossed-up salnple of equip/holdings COlnCS to
about 40 per cent of the eslimate of household holdings of h’ish Colnpany securities
presented in Honohan (1992).

24The grossed-up sample total is £2.06 billion which is compared with an external total
of £5 billion prol)osed in Nolan (1991b). The external total was arrived al by taking 40 per
cent of resident deposit accounts in licensed banks (0.4 times £6.5 I)illion = £2.6 billion;
newly published data fi’om the Central Bank showing a breakdown of licensed bank
residents’ deposits by sector in 1990 allocates 41 per cent to the personal sector) plus 60 per
cent of resident building society shares and deposits (0.6 times £2.9 billion = £1.7 billion)
plus 60 per cent of deposits in the POSB and TSBs (0.6 times £1.0 billion = £0.6 billion), all
at end-December 1986. There are no published data on the sectoral breakdown tbr non-
bank deposits, but it is generally believed that the share of households is much higher than
for banks: Ihe figure of 60 per cent is arbitraD’, and may I)e on the low side. At the other
extreme one could allocate all of the I)uilding society, etc., deposits to households (as is
done in Honohan, 1992). Also no explicit allowance is made for credit union deposits.
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pet" cent. The proportion for Government securities and small-savings
schemes is even lower: the grossed-up sample figure, is £0.36 billion, or 25
per cent of an externally estimated25 total of£1.4 billion.

Table 3. I : Financial Assets Reported in ESRI Sample Compared with Indepe.nde.nt Estimates

Glvssed-up Indepmzdent Sample

Millions of pmtnd.~ Sample Tota/s+ a.~ % 7brat

Deposit accounts* 2,060 5,000 4 I

Government obligations 357 1,427 25

of which:

Sa~fings Certs etc.** 200 901 22

National Instalment Savings 38 108 35

Prize Bonds 25 78 32
Government Securities 04 340 28

+Based on balance sbeet aggregates
*At banks, building societies, POSB and TSB

**Sa~4ngs certificales and index-linked savings bonds

That our sample seems to capture such a low proportion of total
holdings is somewhat disappointing, but to be expected in the light of
experience abroad with survey data. In fact the discrepancies are not
materially larger than have been experienced by the main survey work in
the US and the UK. Table 3.2 displays the comparisons that can be made
with time two main US surve),s, carried out for the Federal Reserve Board in
] 963 and 1983. Only when augmented by a special non-random sample of
high-income households did the 1983 FRB surve), identify a much higher
proportion of time household assets.

Although sample surveys are prone to underreporting, the main
alternative source of cross-sectional information which has been used in
other countries - i.e., information about estates collected by the tax
authorities (cf. Shorrocks, 1982) - is equal’ly problematical. While non-
response is much less of a problem for time larger estates, and response bias
may be less, estate duty tends to miss households with small wealth
holdings, and of course it provides little complementary information odaer
dman age and sex of the dead person.

~5£1.4 billion is the total outstanding at end-1086 in Savings Certificates and Index-

Linked Savings Bonds; National Instalment Savings; and Prize Bonds plus tile nonainal
holdings (not market value) of Government Stock by the Personal Sector at June 1987 as

reported in C, entral Bank Quarterly Bulletins.
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The source of the tmderestimate can be hroken clown as follows. First,
ahove average asset holdings by Ca) those who refused to respond to the
survey ms a whole and (b) those who refused to an.~ver the ,asset questions
(non-respondents). Second, false zeros (non-reporters) for Ca) all asset
items or (b) some asset items. Third, underreporting of non-zero asset
holdings.

Table 3.2: Underr~orting of Financial AsseL~ in Sample Suro~s

Inte~7~ationtzl C~mpaff.~on

Sdected t~sets
(Grossed-~tp sample a.~ % of ind.q~ldent estimate of total)
ESRI F[U3

FIGt3 I"RB Oxford
(1963) (1983) Augmented

I Savings Deposi~              41 50 44 44 24-52

2 Savings Certs etc 22 57 38 40 50

3 Other Government Debt 28 2’1 29 39

4 Equities 47 46 78

All Financial tLssets 51 57 73

Notes: The two FRB studies are the surveys of the financial characteristics of consumers

carried oul by the Federal Reser~,c and other agencies of the US Government in

1963 and 1983. The latter survey was augmented by a special supplementary

oversampling of high-income households.

The Oxford Savings Stnwey (Hill, Klein and Su’aw, 1955) was conducted in 1953.

Asset definitions are comparahle only in a broad sense:

Oxford: lower figure is building society a/cs; higher is bank and post office

2 US suo.,eys refer to US Savings bonds.

3 US Surveys refer to Other Fedel=d Obligations
4 US Surveys: "Corpora, te Stock"
5 The high percentages for total financial assets in the FRB sut’ve)’s resuh from over-

statement of some assets offsetting understatement in others.

US studies (Ferber, 1965; Ferber et al. 1969a and b) suggest a definite
pattern of underreporting of wealth in US surveys. Based on a sample of
laouseholds for whom asset infol’nlatiola was known fi’ont bank records,

they report that failure to report ownership of an asset is by far the most
inlportant sotn’ce of crrol" on average. For savings accounts, for example, 1

in 3 of holders reported no holdings to the US snrvey. On the other hand,

the average antonnts reported by those who acknowledged holdings were

almost exactly equal to the true average holdings, with overstatement of

small accounts being offset by understatement of large. The second most
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important source of error was the fact that non-respondents were much
more likely to have substantial savings account balances than respondents:
those with savings balances greater than $5,000 (in 1963) were twice as
likely to refuse to respond as those with less than $1,000.

While we do not know if this pattern of underrepordng extends to the
ESRI sample, it is worth bearing these findings in mind when interpreting
the evidence in our sample. In particular, it may be best to pay more
attention to households who report some holdings than to those who
report none. Predicting the total financial holdings of non-reporters from
an equation relating household characteristics to holdings of reporters
(thereby assuming that all respondents have some holdings) results in a 50
per cent increase in grossed-up total holdings in our sample.~6 To the
extent that the missing ,assets relate to non-reporters and non-respondents,
results relating portfolio choice to household characteristics need not be
biased if they are based on information from reporters only.27

26Furthermore, this does not make any allowance tbr the possibility that the 205 non-

respondents to the asset section of the questionnaire, and the 1,246 non-respondents to the

overall survey, could have had above-average wealth holdings.

27This, of course, contra.~ts with questions about the distribution of the total stock of

russets between, for example, high income and low income households. The answers to such

questions would probably be biased by non-response and non-reporting, as was the case in
the US studies to which reference b~ been made.



Chapter 4

THE PATFERaV OF HOUSEHOld) PORTTOLIOS

Main Charactetqstics (Table 4. 1)
A general perspective of the characteristics of the sample is presented

ill Table 4.1.
Financial assets form only about 8 per cent of total wealth (as defined

here): most of remainder is either housing (55 per cent) or farmland (25
per cent). More details about the non-financial elements is contained in
Nolan (1991b). Of the financial asseLs, fiflly p, qo-thirds are in tile form of
deposits at financial institutions (not including current accounts or notes
and coin), and three-quarters in the forms we have described as "basic".

Over two-thirds (68.7 per cent) report some financial assets. It should be
recalled once more that, for present purposes, financial assets do not
inclutle current accounts at banks or notes and coin. A considerably smaller
percentage (56.5 per cent) report bank deposits (other than current
accounts), and 45.5 per cent report small savings (e.g., Savings certificates,
POSB or prize bonds). Note that this implies that two-thirds of holders of
either deposits or small savings have only one or the other and not both.28

Of particular interest m-e tile tbree categories of more sophisticated
assets: gilts, equities and "bonds". A rather small proportion of households
report holdings of these sophisticated assets. Only 7.0 per cent of the
sample reported any of them, with the greater proportion of these ha~fing
equities (4.8 per cent). As shown in Table 4.6, very few households indeed
hold all three categories of sophisticated asset, gilts, equities and bonds. Of
those holding sophisticated ,assets, only 1 in 5 have holdings in more than
one of the three categories; those who have more than one have equities
and either gilts or bonds.29

2SCf. TaMe 4.7. The number of households holding different combinations of assets is

set out in Table 4.6 (for the three sophisticated assets) and Table 4.7 (for basic and

sophisticated ztssets).

29No household reported having both gilts and bonds but no equities.

17
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Table 4.1: Hou.~eholdFinancialAsset.~

Basic AsseL~ Sophisticated Assets A U

Small
DqOosits Savings Any/All Gilts Equitit.~ Bonds Any~All

1 % of households 56.5 45.5 68.3 1.4 4.8 2.3 7.0 68,7

2 mean holding 4.13 0.72 3.89 7.15 10.60 15,72 13.78 5.28

3 median holding 1.25 0.03 0.98 2.00 1.35 10.00 3.00 1.25

4 median income 13.80 14.13 13.36 18.34 20.96 17.80 19.44 13.36

5 median assets 1.66 1.18 1.25 20.15 8.10 22.76 12.26 1.25

6 share of top 10% 21.8 27,9 22.5 32.1 43.7 14.5 30,3 24.4

7 share of top 2% 8.4 7.2 8.2 1,4 17.2 2.1 9.1 8.5

8 % of financial 67.0 8.5 75.4 2.9 lh5 10.2 24.6 100.0

9 % of total 5.5 0.7 6.1 0.2 0.9 0.8 2.0 8.1

Percentage of households holding this asset

2 Mean holding for holders (£000)

3 Median holding for holders (£000)

4 Median household income of holders (£000 pet annum)

5 Median financial assets of holders (£000)

6 Per cent of reported holdings held by top 10% of income distribution

7 Pet cent of reported holdings held hy top 2% of income distribution

8 Per cent of total financial assets held in this form

9 Pet cent of total ,assets (including housing, farmland and businesses) held in this form
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Table 4.2: Htmsehold AsseL~: Typea of Assets

Basit A~sets
Sophisticated Asslts All Assets

%             %            %
holding mean    ~tdian holding mean    midian holding    nu’an    n~dian

INCOME DECILE
Bottom 49.5 2,576 410 2.4 (2,114) (570) 50.5 2,627 410
2 48.2 3,843 875 3.6 (6,608) (3,750) 48.2 4,342 915
3 51.9 2,132 625 2.i (9,750) (7,500) 51.9 2,525 635
4 56.7 2,813 625 2.7 (2,598) (350) 56.7 2,9,°,8 628
5 57.4 3,170 655 4.4 15,835 2,700 58.0 4,323 675
6 71.6 2,733 875 5.0 14,862 6,000 71.0 3,771 875
7 75.0 2,926 875 4.6 6,905 1,750 75.3 3,342 875
8 80.8 3,674 1,255 8.4 I 1,565 4,000 81.4 4,846 1,282
9 80.9 5,051 1,275 12.8 14,783 4,000 81.2 7,366 1,762
Top 87.1 0,501 2,000 17.1 18,303 3,000 87.6 10,092 2,300

AGE
0-25 47.4 1,939 1,398 0.0 47.4 1,939 1,398

25-34 61.1 2,302 625 6.4 3,872 1200 61.5 2,687 630
3544 66.5 2,936 675 7.2 14,821 1,000 66.0 4,524 960
45-54 73.4 3,005 052 7.0 7,550 2,500 74.1 3,697 832
55fo4 71.5 5,020 1,255 6.8 18,748 4334 71.8 6,782 1,265
65-74 71.1 5,490 1,315 8.5 20,768 1O,000 71.1 7,980 1,568

75+ 61.2 4,850 2,000 5.8 12,828 5,000 61.2 6,067 2,005

SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP
Farmers 68.9 3,714 1,250 7.8 4,796 1,350 69.5 4,218 1,255
Prof/Managerial 86.1 6,520 2,000 17.2 22,796 7,250 86.5 11,024 2,100
lmermediale* 68.0 3,064 8,t0 4.8 9,409 2,500 68.2 3,717 875
Low skill** 52.6 2,823 625 2.3 9,834 1,000 52.7 3,240 625

t/~B FORCE STATUS
Retired 70.8 6,122 1,858 9.3 27,340 16,000 70.8 9,731 2,000
Self-emplo),ed 74.4 4,725 1,270 9.7 11,658 1,688 75.0 6,199 1,430
Home duties 53.1 3,719 1,035 3.6 13,830 3,400 53.1 4,660 1,055
Employee 77.7 3,049 888 7.7 7,910 2,000 78.2 3,808 I,II2
II1 49.0 2,665 475 2.0 (20,225) (20,000) 49.0 3,508 475
Unemployed 41.7 1,080 150 0.7 (6,442) (6,442) 41.7 1.185 150

TENURE
Own outright 71.4 5,144 1,270 8.7 15,904 4,750 71.8 7,034 1,375
O~¢n w/mortgage 76.1 2,786 825 7.7 10,783 2,000 76.3 3,864 900
Reined 64.4 3,295 1,362 4.1 (8,083) (8,500) 65.1 3,771 1,540
Local Authority 38.7 1,010 255 0.2 (I,200) (1,200) 39.0 1,011 260

*hllermediale non-manual and skilled nlilntla[

**Semi-skilled or unskilled manual
() denotes cell-size less than IO.



Table 4.3: Household Assets: Specific Assets

% Holding Mean HoMing Median Holding

Small
Sl~ll

Snu~U

Deposits Savings Gi~ F.quit~ Bonds Deposits Savings Gilts Equities Bo~ Deposits Savings Gilts t".quitir.~ Bonds

INCOME DECILE

Bouom 35.4 33.0 0.9 0.9 0.5 3.5 0.l (I.2) (0.1) (8.0) 1.3 0.02- (1.2) (0.1) (8.0)
2 36.8 30.0 0.9 2.3 0.9 4.8 0.3 (I.5) (3.0) 07.5) 1.9 0.02 0.5) (3.0) (17.5)
3 39.0 31.0 0.0 0.8 1.4 2.6 0.3 (5.2) (12.0) 0.9 0.02 (5.2) (11.5)

4 46.1 35.2 0.0 2.4 0.3 3.1 0.5 (1.8) (7.8) 1.3 0.02 (0.2) (7.8)
5 46.3 34.0 1.3 2.7 1.3 3.6 0.5 (19.7) (4.9) (22.0) 1.3 0.02 (18.2) (1.2) (18.0)

6 57.2 45.0 0.6 1.9 2.8 3.1 0.4 (0.7) (5.3) (22.7) 1.3 0.02 (0.7) (0.4) (24.0)
7 63.7 48.8 0,9 3.5 1.2 2,9 0.7 (2.3) 4.6 (12.0) 0.9 0.03 (I,0) I,I (14.0)

8 68.0 57.0 1.7 6.7 2.6 3.6 0.9 (12.8) 8.0 (8.2} 1.3 0.03 (3.3) 1.3 (5.0)

9 70.6 56.0 2.7 8.4 4.4 5.1 0.9 3.7 14.7 12.6 2.0 0.03 3.0 1.2 10.0

Top 76.5 65.8 3.2 12.6 5.4 6.4 1.3 7.2 14.7 19.0 2.0 0.03 1.0 2.0 10.0 :Z
O

AGE

0-25 47.4 21.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

25-34 54.0 34.5 0.9 4.6 I.I 2.4 0.4 (2.4) 2.1 (11.9) 0.6 0.02 (2.3) 0.8

35-44 53.4 46.0 I.I 6.1 0.9 3.3 0.4 (2,1) 16.1 (6.2) 1.3 0.03 (1.1) 1.0 (7.0)

45-54 60.2 47.8 0.9 4.8 2.2 3.3 0.4 (14.9) 3.3 10.5 1.1 0.02 (2.2) 1.0 5’0

5564 58.6 51.8 1.6 4.6 2.9 5.4 0.8 6.2 15.8 15.7 2.0 0.02 1.8 2.0 12.5

65-74 57.5 50.3 2.0 4.5 4.5 5.4 1.6 9.7 13.5 21,3 2.0 0.03 1.8 6.5 12.0

75+ 51.8 35.3 2.2 3.1 2.2 5.6 0.3 (4.0) (9.7) (16.8) 2.1 0.02 (4.1) (I.3) (10.0)

,,.,.

(8.0)

SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP

Farmers 56.7 45.0 1.4 6.7 1.4 4.3 0.3 (8.4) 2.1 (8.7) 1.8 0.09 (2.0) 1.0 (5.0)

Prof/Manager 71.3 68.0 3.5 11.5 6.4 6.5 1.4 3.2 22.1 19.5 2.0 0.05 1.8 5.0 I0.0

Intermediate* 56.6 42,8 0.7 2.7 2.1 3.2 0.6 12.2 4.3 11,8 1,3 0.03 3.0 0.8 6.0

Lov,’ skill** 42.7 32.3 0.0 1.2 0.4 3.2 0.4 (9.0) (0.4) (40.0) 0.9 0.02 (I.0) (0.5) (40.0)



Table 4.3: Hou.whold Assets: Specific Assets - continued

% Holding

SmaU

De:posits Saving~ Gilts

Mean Holding Median Holding

Small Small

Equitiez Bonds Deposits Savings Gilts Equities Bonds Deposits Savings    Gilts I~uities Bonds

L~B FORCE STATUS
Retired 58.4 47.9 2.2 4.4 6.0 5.0

Self-employed 60.7 51.3 2.4 8.3 1.6 5.4

Home dudes 43.7 32.1 1.4 1.4 I. 1 4.3

Employee 06.4 52.8 0.0 5.,t 2.2 3.1

111 37.8 28.7 0.0 0.5 1.5 3.3

Unemplo)~d 30.2 25.4 0.0 0.3 0.4 1.1

1.8 8.5 22.8 23.0 2.0 0.04 3.6 0.8 15.5

0.5 5.8 10.3 8.9 2.0 0.03 1.6 1.0 5.0

0.3 (19.4) (0.4) (19.7) 1.3 0.02 (3.4) (0.2) (10.0) ~

i.$ 0.03 2.2 1.6 i.00.0 2.9 7.5 8.1

0.3 (0.9) (26.7) 0.9 0.02 (0.9) (20.0)

0.4 (0.2) (12.6) 0.4 0.02 (0.2) (12.6)
©

TENURE

Own outright 17.8 50.1 1.9 5.6 3.4 5.5 0.9

Own w/mortgage 64.7 51.2 1.3 5.5 1.8 2.9 0.5

Private Rented 57.5 32.9 0.0 3.4 1.4 3.5 0.2

Local Auth $0.5 18.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.2 0. I

9.0 10.6 18.0 2.0 0.03 2.0 1.3 I 1.0

2.9 11.2 9.7 1.1 0.03 2.0 IA 7.0

(5.7) (10.0) 2.0 0.02 (7.0) (10.0)

(~.2) 0.6 0.02 (1.2) 0

*Intermediate n6n-manual and skilled manual
**Semi-skilled or unskilled manual

0 denotes cell-size less than 10.
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Table 4.4: Disposition of Wealth by Income Decile

Mean percentage of wealth held in Mean percentage of financial assets hem in

SmaU All Basic

Deposits Savings Assets

Soph. All Fin Small All Basic Soph.

Assets Assets Deposits Savings Assets Assets ..q

Decile:

Bottom 2.9 O.1 3.0

2 7.3 0.2 7.5

3 4.5 0.4 4.9

4 5.0 0.8 5.8

5 4.7 0.7 5.4

6 5.1 0.6 5.7

7 4.7 0.9 5.6

8 5.8 0.8 6.6

9 7.2 1.2 8.4

Top 5.8 0.9 6.7

0.1 3.1 93.5 3.2 96.8 3.2

0.6 8.1 90.1 2.5 92.6 7.4

0.9 5.8 77.6 6.9 84.5 15.5

0.2 6.0 83.3 13.3 96.7 3.3

1.9 7.3 64.4 9.6 74.0 26.0

2.0 7.7 66.2 7.8 74.0 26.0

0.8 6.4 73.4 14.1 87.5 12.5

1.7 8.3 69.9 9.6 79.5 20.5

4.6 13.0 55.4 9.2 ~.6 35.4

3.4 10.1 57.4 8.9 66.3 33.7

Example: Households in the seventh decile

their financial assets.

of income distribution have 4.7% of their total wealth in deposits; this represents 73.4% of
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Table 4.5: Financial Asset HoldDq(s: Samp~ Decile~

23

(In thousands *f pou rids) Financial Sophisticated

All Asset Asset
Household.v flolders Holders

No. of hoL:seholds 3,089 2,121 217
Decile:

Bottom 0.00 0.02 1.2

2 0.00 0.10 2.2
3 0.00 0.32 4.2

4 0.03 0.63 7.0

5 0.25 1.25 12.2

6 0.65 2.00 17.5
7 1 .,t0 3.36 23.0

8 3.75 5.83 34.6
9 7.54 13.09 64.0

Top 301.90 301.90 301.9

Example: 60 per cent of all households reporl financial assets of less than £650.

Of the 2,121 households reporting any financial asset holdings, 70 per cent

report less than £3,360.

Of the 217 households holding any of the "sophisticated" assels, 80 per cent
report less than £34,600

Table 4.6: SophLvticated Asset.v Pattern of Asset Choice

Asset.v No. of Asset.v No. of
Held Household.~ Held Household.~

GEB 3 CEB 3
GE 19 GE* 22

G B 0 G*B 3
EB 19 *EB 22

G 20 G** 42
E 106 *E* 147
B 50 **B 72

Any 217 Any 217

Not G 175 G and/or E 167
Not E 70 G and~or B I I I

Not B 145 E and/or B 197
Only one 176 Any two 38

Note: G=Gilm; E=Equities; B=Bonds
Fxample: 22 households reported holdings of equities and bonds, of whom 19 had no gilts.
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Table 4.7: FinancialAsset Holde~ k’atter~a of Asset Choice

Assets No. of Assets No. of
HeM Hmt.~ehol¢L~ Hebl HousehoMs

DSR 144 DSR 164

DS 876 DS* 1,040

D R 25 D*R 189

SR 18 *SR 182

D 680 D** 1.745

S 348 *S* 1.406

R 10 **R 217

Any 2,121 Any 2,121

Not D 376 D and/or S 2,111

Not S 715 D and/or R 1,773

Not R 1,904 S and/or R 1,441

Only One 1,038 Any two 919

Note: D--Deposius; S=Small Savings; R=Sophisticated
Example: 189 households reported hokiings of deposiLs and some sophisticated asseUs, of

whom 25 had no small savings.

The median holding of financial assets is just £1,250, abont the same
figure applying for median holdings of basic assets. The median holding of
sophisticated assets is £3,000. Mean holdings, at about £5,300 for all of
financial assets and £3,900 for basic assets are, of course, much larger than
the medians in each case. The size distribution even among those reporting
holdings is very skewed: only about 22 per cent of holders (fewer than 15
per cent of the total sample) report financial assets above the mean.a°

As might be expected, both mean and median holdings vary
considerably from asset to asset, with the largest applying to unit-linked or
similar bonds (median holdings of £10,000) and the smallest to small
savings, where median holdings are just £25 - mean holdings about £720.

The median income for those holding sophisticated assets, at over
£19,000, is considerably higher than that for all financial asset holders
(£ 13,000). The divergence is even more marked for asset holdings: median
financial assets of sophisticated-asset holders is £12,000 - about ten times
the median assets of all financial asset holders.

Although, as mentioned, both mean and median holdings are higher
for bonds than for an), other asset category, bond holdings are less
concentrated among high income households than are other assets. The

3°Furtber information about the size distribution of asset holdings is contained in

Table 4.5.
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households of the top income decile bold only 14.5 per cent of the
outstanding stock of bonds, whereas they hold as ranch as 44 per cent of
equities and 32 per cent of gilts, and over 20 pet" cent of basic assets.

The size distribution of bank deposit holdings is, perhaps, of particular
interest because of their laomogeneity and general importance among
financial assets. These are quite concentrated, with fully one half of all
household bank deposits being held by 7 per cent of tbose households
t-eporting financial assets, i.e., tbose with holdings of above £15,000. One
quarter of household bank deposits are held by 2 per cent of the
households, i.e., those with holdings of more than £25,000.

Brt~’akdown by 14ousehokl Characteristics (T~lbh; 4.2)
Table 4.2 presents a breakdown of basic and sophisticated assets by

various household characteristics. In each case the table shows the
percentage of the households with the given characteristics reporting
holdings of each type of asset, and the mean and median holdings of

holders. The precise way in which these characteristics were measured is
detailed in Annex 2.

The first pa~zel of Table 4.2 shows holdings by income decile of the
household."~ As might be expected the percentage reporting holdings of
financial assets increases steadily with income: only about one-half of the
bottom 30 per cent of the income distribution report having financial
assets, compared with something approaching 90 per cent of the top
income decile (cf. Figure 4.2). Even tbough these data do not include
current bank accounts, it seems likely that the latter figure should really be
closet" to 100 per cent.

Although tbe bottom decile bas dae lowest mean holdings, and the top
decile the highest, mean holdings of all financial assets do not increase
nniformly with increasing income decile: this is evident fi-om Figure 4.1.
This finding is not surprising, since we know that, for example, older
people are not equally represented in all income categories.

Far more of the higher income households report holdings of sophisti-
cated assets: more than I in 6 of the top income decile, compared with 7 per
cent of the total sample and about 3 per cent of the lower half of flae income
distribution (Figure 4.4). Though many cells in die lower part of the distri-
bution have too few observations for reliable inferences about mean holdings
(fewer than ten cases), it is noteworthy that some of the middle deciles report

quite substantial holdings of sophisticated assets (cf. Figure 4.3). Once again,
factors other than income clearly need to be taken into acconttt.

31This is the actual income: not acljusted I\~r household composition.
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Figure 4.1

THE FINANCIAL ASSETS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN IREI~.ND
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The second panel of Table 4.2 refers to age. There is some evidence
(most clearly seen in Figure 4.6; see also Figure 4.5) of the htunl}-shaped
profile of asset-holdings with age 001at would be predicted by the life-cycle
model of savings, with accumulation of ,assets into middle age followed by
dissaving ~ffter retirement.

Turning to 003e third panel, listing the four categories of socioeconomic
group (Fignre 4.9), it is not surprising 001at the professional and managerial
class report much higher holdings of total financial and sophisticated
assets; in 1300001 cases their mean holdings are more than twice those of any
of the other three categories. Farmers have the second highest mean
holdings of all financial assets, but their mean holdings of sophisticated
assets are lower than those of the remaining two groups.

The labour force status of households forms the basis of the fourth
panel of Table 4.2 and of Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Here 001e unemployed are dole
on00iers: only 42 per cent report financial assets at all, and a half of these
have holdings less than £150. The mean holdings for the unemployed with
financial assets are about £1,200, less than a quarter of the over’all mean.
Very few of the unemployed (or of 003e ill and disabled) have sophisticated
assets. The category wi003 the highest mean holdings are the retired.

From the fifth panel of Table 4.2 it is evident that outright home
ownership (not mortgaged) is associated wi001 much higher mean financial
assets and sophisticated assets than o001er forms of tenure (Figure 4.10). In
contrast, 00~ose ,enting d-ore local au001orities have very low mean financial
assets (less than £900), and almost none of them hold sophisticated assets.

For each sub-category32 of households, 001ere is a wide gap between
mean and median holdings of both basic and sophisticated assets - the
mean being more than three times dole median in the bulk of cases. This
indicates the high concentration of financial asset holdings.

More Detailed Asset Classification (7hble 4.3)
Percentages holding each of 003e five categories of asset, together with

median holdings are presented in Table 4.3. No detailed account of the
contents of this table will be presented in the text; a number of features
stand out. First, a ra001er smaller proportion of households in each category
have small savings than have deposits. The proportion holding small savings
varies from 18 pet" cent (local authority tenants) to 68 per cent (professional
and managerial), whereas the proportion holding deposits varies fi’om 30
per cent (001e unemployed and local au001ority tenants) to 76 per cent (top
income decile). The median holdings of small savings are in all cases very
low indeed - usually about £20 representing a few prize bonds. Mean
holdings of small savings are generally higher by a multiple of tens.

52Except for one cell which conlained just a single case,
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Figure 4.5
Finoncial Assets by Age-group
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Apart fronl deposits and small savings, most of tile remaining cells in
Table 4.3 contain only a few observations, so the medians cannot be taken
as reliable. Nevertheless, it is clear tbat bonds do not attract small
invesunents: the median bond holdings for any household category are at
least £5,000.

Tabular analysis of this kind can only examine one factor influencing
portfolio choices at a time. In order to take account of several possible
economic and sociological characteristics at once, it is necessary to turn to
regression and other statistical techniques.



Chapter 5

MODELLh\tG THE POR77~OIAO CHOICE OF HOUSEHOLDS

Methodological Approach
The task addressed in this section is to arrive at a coherent statistical

model describing bow the structtu’e of household portfolios tends to vat’),
with the household characteristics on which data are available. The major
recent papers that have conducted econometric analysis of a single cross-
section of household financial asset holdings are Feldstein (1976), Friend
and Bhtme (1975), Shorrocks (1982) and Uhler and Cragg (]971). We
draw on their methodology in what follows.

Note that, tvbereas exl)laining trends in aggregate holdings of financial
assets requires information on the yields and other characteristics of the
assets, tile attempt to discover from a single cross-section what factors
influence different households to hold different quantities of financial assets
is based tvllolly on household characteristics. If more than one cross-section
is available, and especially if there is panel itaformation on the evolving asset-
holdings of a given sample, the combination of household and asset
characteristics can be very inlbrmative. Indeed, that combinatiola has been
tile basis for most recent international research on household financial ,asset

holdings. However, the present study is limited to a single cross-section and
so variations ill asset yields do not enter into consideration.3"a

The main candidate explanatory variables used are total wealth,
financial assets,34 income and age category. In addition, the following
dummy variables are considered: urban/rural, sex, four socio-economic

SSActually, the sample on which this stud)’ is based was inte~,iewed over a period of

several months in 1~87 when financial market conditions were by I~o means static. Interest

rates in Februat’}, |987, when the main i¢itet~,iewixlg started, were much higher th‘azl ,at the
end of the math inlets’Jew period in.lldy. Thus. choosing the three month interbank rate as
a s~llsitiv~ indicator of ii~arkel COllditions, this i~te t~11 fi’ot~l 14.25 per cent at end-FebruaO’
to 10.44 per cenl :ll end-June. However, we treat the sampling period ,as ,q single |~oint in
time, aI’td pay no attention to these interest t~Lte ~triations. The prol)lenl may not be vel3’
‘acute because several of the queslions specific,~lly .asked for the "usual level" of ,asset
holdings over a twclve month period.

S’lExcept at the node (A) where this is the dependent "~-al’ial)lc.

33
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gronps, and the main labour force categories (notably the employed and
self-employed). It is worth recalling that the inclusion of a durum), ~u’iable
as significant indicates that households falling into that class tend to have
different portfolios even after accounting for their deviation fi-om the
overall average in wealth, age, and income.

One conventional approach would be to run regression equations for
the value of each asset held, including all available explanatory variables in
each equation. Such an approach has a nnmber of drawbacks: the
statistical significance of most inclnded variables is inevitably low, and it is
hard to interpret the results. Results of that approach are not reported in
this paper.

Instead we adopt a more strnctured approach, using regression strategies
to eliminate irrelevant explanatory variables. Variables are deleted fi’om the
list of candidates if the), are not statistically significant,"~5 and the equation is
re-estimated without them. As is well known, this carries its own risks,
including the possible omission of relevant variables and overesdmaung the
importance of those variables which survive in the equation.

The Decision Tree
We assume"s6 that households choose their portfolio on the basis of a

decision tree as schematised in Chart 1. Households make different
choices at each node depending on their characteristics. We focus on three
key nodes: A, B, and C.

At the apex of the decision tree is the choice (marked A) of how to
allocate household wealth between financial and non-financial assets. Note

that, for the present, the "total wealth" variable whose allocation into
financial and non-financial components is explored includes only non-
human wealth and is net of mortgages and farm borrowings. For about
o, vo-thirds of the sample (N=2,121) this node is relevant in that some
financial ,assets were chosen.

S~The criterion for inclusion ofa ~’ariable in the reported least-squares regressions was

that the ratio of estimate to standat’d error should exceed 1.9. This is a more demanding
criterion for inclusion than maximisation ofR"2 and should minimlse spurious inclusion of

irrele~ant variables. Each of the reported Tobit regressions corresponds to a reported least-
squares regression without fiwther deletion of variables.

S6This assumption of a decision tree helps to address the problem of incomplete

portfolios discussed by Uhler and Ctl, gg (1971) and by King and Leape (1984). Also, like

the latter, we use Tobit estimation to avoid potential bias from the use of a sample with
incomplete portfolios.
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Having decided tile scale of financial wealth, tile next decision node
(marked B) is the allocation between what we have termed "basic" and
"sophisticated" assets. Only about one-tenth of households reporting
financial asset holdings held any sophisticated assets, so it is necessary to
use special estimation procedures which take account of tile high
probability that no sophisticated assets at all will be held. At this node and
the next, we have used tile size of the financial asset portfolio as well as our
measure of total wealth in infcrring tile impact of changes ill wealth.37

From Table 4.8, we can see that only one-tenth (N=217) of tile 2121

households reaching this node sample chose some sophisticated assets.
The third node of special interest (marked C) is that relating to tile

allocation of sophisticated asset holdings between equity and the rest. (We
term the non-equity sophisticated assets "fixed" although they include unit-
[inked bonds which are indirect claims on equities as well as on fixed-
interest securities). Table 4.6 shows that, of the 217 households that
reached this node, 147 chose some equities and 114 chose some fixed
interest. Almost all households at this node (195 of them) were "plumpers"
who chose only one of tile two options available. Some of the results
reported here merge nodes B and C.

The two other (unlabelled) nodes in the tree, are for allocation of
basic assets between deposits and small savings and that for allocation of
tile fixed interest sophisticated funds between gilts and bonds. Ill both
cases these represent nodes where the households reaching the node often
"plunlped" for one or the other. This is especially true for the allocation
between gills and bonds: of the 114 holding either gilts or bonds, 42 had
gills and 72 bonds: only 3 households chose both. GilLs and bonds ma),
therefore be close substitutes. Of the 2,111 households allocating "basic"
assets, 1,745 held deposits and 1,406 small savings; over 40 per cent of

deposit holders hold no small savings, while over 1 in 4 small-savings
holders hold no deposits.

A. Allocation beBveen financial and non-financial weahh
Regression table A (to be found at the end of the report)"aS presents

several equations explaining the holdings of financial assets ill terms of
total wealth and other variables. Equation A] has tile level of fnancial
assets as the explanatory variable, while the others use the percentage

37Thus in the text and the figures the reporled impact of weahh is the stlln ~.~f the

estim,ated coefficienLs of total wealth iLself and that of financial :~sset.s.

~SAII the regression tables (A to G) and Ihe associated figures (RI-R7) are grouped
Iogether at the end of the report.
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share of financial assets in total wealth. Equation A2 is confined to tile
ilouseim[ds who actually report some financial assets, in contrast to
E, quadol] A3 and the other equations which include all households, and in
’,vhich about one-third of the househotds report no financial assets. For
technical reasons relating to this truncated distrihution of the dependent
variable, ordinary least squares regressions are not considered satisfactory

in circumstal]ces such as this with so mar, y obse]’vat_iot]s elusterlng at. zero.

An alternative estimation procedure, known as Tobit,39 has been devised to
cope with this sort of situation. We present the alternative Tobit estimate
corresponding to A3 as Equation A4.

Weald] is clearly an iml)ortant explanatory variable for the level of
financial asset holdings, and its effect is not a simple ("linear") one of
proportionality, as is evident fi’oln the fact that it remains significant in
explaining the ratio of financial assets to wealth in Equations A2 and A3.
The Tobit Equation A4 indicates cI]at the wealtia varial)les may not,
however, be as important as tile), seem from the least squares regressions.

Tbe estimated impact of wealth from the least squares and Tobit
Equations is illustrated in Figures R1 and R2, relating to Equations A2 and
A4 respectively. Though the precise level and slope of the predicted sbare
of financial assets in total wealth from these two equations differ
somewhat, the general story is similar: the share of financial assets declines
with wealth over tile re{evant range.

Income and age (entering as an interaction tern] with income) both
help to explain total financial asset holdings (Equation AI). However,
when we turn instead to explain the share of total wealth in financial form
age is no longer significant (Equations A2-A4). The effect of income on
financial assets holdings is positive in Equations A3 and A4, and also
positive ill AI except for younger household heads. This could be
interpreted as offering some evidence for the existence of liquidity
cor~straill L~: even at the same level of overall wealth, hottseho]ds tvith a high
flow of income are able to accun]ulate financial assets to a greater extent.
However. we wBI presem all alternative interpretation of the income
coefficient in tim next section, suggesting that it is here as a proxy for tax
effects (Equation A5).

~,9 A detailed account of the Tobit model is contained in Chapter 6 of Maddala (1983).

This method, which is an altcl-nati¢c to the so<ailed Heckman procedure to appi-oadaing

the same problein, requires a fairly complex itet-ativc procedure al’id is not vm’y widely
employed itl the Iitcralu,x:. We used the soi~wa,x: Limdcp, developed by William I-I. C,t’eene,
to obtain these estimates.
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Urban dwellers and the professional and managerial group (socio-
economic group 2) tend to hold more of their wealth in financial form;
the self-entployed tend to hokl less.

B. Allocation between basic anti sophisticated assets
Regression Table B presents the most appealing equations which we

found to explain the allocation of financial assets between basic and
sophisticated assets. All the equations in this table are based on the 2,121
households who reported some financial assets. Once again the problem of
truncation of the dependent variable arises. Indeed dae problem is more

acute here because only about 1 in 10 of the sample hold any sophisticated
assets at all. Equation B2 is the Tobit estimate corresponding to the
explanatory variables of Equation B1 (wbich is estimated by ordinary least
squares), anti it can be seen that the point estimates at’e, in this case,
std3stantially different.

The size of the whole financial asset portfolio has a very significant non-
linear effect on dae share of sophisticated assets in both Equations B ! and B2.
111 addition, total wealth has an independent effect. As is illustrated in Figure
R3, the effect of increasing financial assets is to lower the share of basic assets
held in the portfolio. Actually the Tobit equation produces a very strong
effect here, and actually predicts that the entire portfolio will be held in b~ic
assets for portfolio sizes less than about £35,000, and entirely in sophisticated
assets for portfolio sizes in excess of about £85,000. The sensitivity of this
estimated responsiveness to wealth is implausible; of course the predictions
of these equations cannot be taken too precisely, given that the standard
errors of the coefficients are substantial and that the equations themselves
account for less than one-fifth of the total variation in the sample.

Once again income is a factor in the equations, entering both linearly
and interacting with age. Except for very young households, the net effect
of increases in income is to increase the share in basic assets. Older
households tend to have relatively more basic assets.

The professional and managerial socioeconomic group tend to hold a
more sophisticated portfolio, but the self-employed tend to hold more
basic assetS.4°

The choice of how much to hold in the fornt of equities can also be
considered with the sample of all households reporting financial asset
holdings. Equations B4 and B5 refer to this decision (also considered again

"l°Note that a difference in the beha~iour of the self-employed might be expected in so
far as they do not have claims oil pension funds. Employees’ pensioH riglits, even though

not measured in this study, will tend to affect the remainder of their portfolio choice.
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at node C below). Not surprisingly, we find that larger financial portfolios
tend to have more equities. The predicted effect is non-linear and is
plotted in Figure R4, along with the corresponding plot for other
sophisticated assets. While tlae predicted share of other Sol)histicated assets
(fixed interest) grows in the relevant range of portfolio sizes, it grows less
quickly than that of equities.

Increasing total wealth and income are also associated with a higher
share of equities in the overall financial asset portfolio. Older households
tend to hold less equities. The professional and managerial socioeconomic
group hold more, and the self~mployed less of their financial assets in the
form of equities.

C. The share of equities in sophisticated asset holdings
~¢Ve turl’) now to node C, where the number of households is much

smaller (217). Regression qklble C presents a satisfactory equation for dae
share of equity in sophisticated assets. Because about one-dlird of this sub-

sample report no equities, a Tobit equation is reported along with the
ordinary least squares, though in this case the estimates are not so very
different.

The effect of portfolio size is significant and non-linear here too.
Figure R5 reveals that the effect depends a lot on the portfolio size. A
larger portfolio tends to be associated with a lower ratio of equities to
other sophisticated assets over most of the relevant range, but for very
large portfolios this effect is reversed. This findillg is not filll), consistent
with the equation for equity shares estimated at node B above; there

remains some ambiguity.
Total wealth has an indel)endent effect. Wealthier households tend to

have a lower equity-to-other-sophisticated-assets share, as do younger
households and the professional and managerial group.

Brielly summarising these estimates, we can make a ntunber of general
remarks. First, the wealth of households does influence their portfolio
allocation decisions. Though contrary to the classic US sludy of Friend and
Blume (197.5), this finding is not iml)lausible.41 Second, age is also a Iilctor,
though generally interacting with income or asset levels in its impact on
portfolios. Third, socio-eeonomic factors are important; the portfolios of
url)an households, of the professional and managerial group and of the
self-employed in particular are notably different from others, even after
taking accotmt of differences in their age, wealth and income.

"tl[t agrees with the findings of King and Lcape (198,1) for the US.



Chapter 6

ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF 77-1E ESTIMATES

httroduction
There is a variety of possible uses to which these cross-section models of

portfolio behaviour carl be put. Some involve taking the estimated models
literally and simulating the consequences of changes in the explanatory
variables. For example, the impact of changing demographic trends can
easily be predicted fi-om the models. We work through another example
below by expanding the models to take account of tax effects. But the
estimates can also be used to make inferences that have implications
beyond simply forecasting asset shares. Specifically we now turn to examine
the conclusions that may tentatively be drawn about the nature and degree
of risk aversion exhibited b), Irish households.

The discussion of this isstre depends on drawing a dividing line
between "safe" and "risk" assets. In this chapter we identif}’ this dividing
line with that alread}’ drawn between "basic" and "sophisticated", though
this is clearly not perfectly satisfactory. After all, the "Sol)histicated" bonds
include assets whose nominal value at maturity is guaranteed by financial
institutions of undoubted soundness. On the other hand, the r-eal value of
all of the financial assets being considered is somewhat variable. It may also
be remarked that the three "sophisticated" ~ssets include assets with larger
fixed transaction costs. In defense of the terms used, we argue that the fact
that even those "risk" assets whose ~,alue is guaranteed cannot be realised at
short notice before maturit)’ without capital loss places holders in a risk)’
situation. At an}, rate, even if some of our "safe" assets do entail risk, and
even if some of our "risky" assets are not vet’), risky, the dividing line we
have chosen seems definitely better" than any available alternative.

Readers who are not satisfied that this dividing line truly distinguishes
safe fi’om risk), assets may prefer to read this chapter as illustrating a
methodolog3, rather than as impl)’ing any definite empirical conclusions
for h’eland.

Risk Aversion and Ptn’tfolio Choice: Theoretical Background
We often suppose that there are diminishing returns to accumulation

of wealth. Such diminishing returns are equivalent to risk aversion in that
losing, sa),, £200 is more than twice as bad as losing £100. Thus no risk-

40
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averter will accept a mathematically fair gamble. Accordingly, a risky russet is
rallied less than a sLire asset with tile sallle illeal’l or expected rettll’ll.

In order to rake account of these diminishing returns, the conventional
economic theory of portfolio choice in risky situations postulates that
individuals act as though they were maxintising the expected value or
mean not of future wealth, but of a utility function of future wealth. The
shape of the utifity function depends on tile investor’s preferences. A risk
averse investor has a concave utility function (that is: one which increases
with wealth but at a diminishing rate). Tile g,’eater the curvature of the
utility function, tile greater the degree of diminishing returns, and
accordingly the greater the degree of risk aversion. The usual measure of
curvature used is based on the ratio of the second derivative of dae utility
ftmction to tile first. This is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion CA:

82U 8U

Ca=- 8w2 / 6w
O)

Casual enlpiricisnl, backed up by nunlerous experiments, suggests that
CA itself decreases with wealth. This motivates the other measure of
curvature: the coefficient of relative risk aversion CR, which may be rather
less dependent on wealth:

82U 8U
cR=-w 8w~ / 6w (2)

The usefulness of CR becomes evident from the following simple
model.42 Suppose an investor with initial wealth W has the opportunity of
investing in a risk-fi’ee asset paying R (after t~x), and a risky asset paying x
with mean p and variance ~2 (also after t,-u,~). She will choose the share a of
her portfolio in the risky asset to m,’uximise the expected value of flJture
utili~,, which can be approximated43 by:

gfU(W(R+o~(x-R))fU(W)+U’(W).(R+o~(p-R))+U’(W).W~ot2~2 (3)

Taking the first derivative of this expression and equating to zero gives a

condition for tile maximum:

~-~Fhls dert~ at,on is s,,mlar to that presented hy Friend and Blume (I 975).

’13Using a Ta)’lor’s series expansion.
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If Cr is constant (independent of wealth), then an investor faced with a
choice between a safe and a risky asset will place the same proportion of
her wealth in tile risky asset, no matter what her initial wealth. In short, tile
wealdl elasticity of demand for risky assets is unity if Cn is constant.

But if CR diminishes with increasing wealth, tben the share of wealth
placed in tile risky asset will depend positively on tile investor’s initial
wealth, and mutatis mutandis for increasing CR .

A wealth tax will ,affect portfolio allocation just like any other exogenous
change in wealth. Thus, these considerations suggest that a wealth t,’Lx will
not influence the share of private wealth devoted to risky assets if CR is
constant bnt that a wealth tax would increase tile share of weahh devoted to

risk), assets if Cn were to diminish with increasing wealth.
So far as an income tax is concerned, the position, even in such a

simple ntodel, is somewhat more complicated.44 On tile one hand, income
t,-~xation reduces the expected value of fntnre wealth. On tile other hand,
the income tmx shills some of tile risk of the invesm~ent to tile Government.

Generally speaking, we can conclude in simple models that the latter effect
will dominate, so that increased income taxation will tend to encourage
more risk-taking nnless Cn is very rapidly diminishing in wealth.

Meas’u*~ng Risk Aversion
We have just seen that, in simple models, tile impact of taxation on

risk-taking in the economy depends on tile degree of risk-aversion and how
it varies with wealth. Many other predictions and prescriptions of economic
theory relating to investment and savings also hinge on household risk
aversion. For instance, in simple models of lifetime saving, whether an
increase in the interest rate raises or lowers household saving cannot be
predicted on theoretical grounds alone,45 but depends on the empirical
question of how risk-averse households are.

Our cross-section portfolio information provides, in principle, a way of
exploring risk aversion. Thus recalling that in Equation (4) above the rates
of return are net of tax, we can rewrite (4) as:

0 - r)
o _ R_/cno (s)

0-2

44There is a clear di~ussion of the i~sues in Atkinson and Stiglitz (Ig80).

45Some evidence on that particular question can be obtained by examining aggregate

savings directly; for Ireland such examination b,’ts been somewhat inconclusive to date, Cf.

Honohan (1982a).
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where the superscript 0 denotes before-tax returns. If the before-tax mean
and the variance are the same for each household, Equation (5) can be
manipulated to show that, for each household, Cn should be inversely
proportional46 to that household’s chosen share of risk assets, reduced by
the household’s t~LX rate:

Cn= ,tt°R
°

1-~-
(6)

0.2 C¢

Recalling again the caution with which die classification into risk and
safe assets should be treated, we present Equations B6 and B7 in
Regression Table B as the basis for forming this estimate. Both total wealth
and financial asset holdings enter significantly the latter in a non-linear
manner. Computing the predicted value of Cn and plotting for different
levels of financial assets yields Figure R6.

The least squares equation B6 indicates a declining CR.47 The Tobit
equation is harder to interpret, as it predicts that some households would
prefer negative holdings of risk assets, and others negative holdings of
basic assets; this means, for example, that it generates negative computed
values for risk aversion. In the wealth range where this is not a problem (as
plotted in Figure R6), the Tobit also indicates a declining CR.48

There are many reasons for questioning the reliability of these
estimates. First, they are based on a division into basic and risky assets the
problems of which have ah-eady heen noted. Second, the exclusion of
many assets from the analysis may bias the figures in an unknown
direction. Thus, though they are the first estimates that have been
obtained for Ireland, they should be taken more as illustrative of the
method than providing reliable measures.

46The conslant of proportionality is the so-called "market-price of risk’, i.e., the

increase in yield required I)y the tnarket to compensate for an increase in portfolio

x ,~i-iance.

’lTIf we take a figure of aboul 3 as the market price of risk (following Friend and BIume,

1975) we conclude that the coefficient declines to a value of around 4 at large values of

financial asset++. The coefficient is notoriously diMetflt to estim~lte precisely, but it should be

mentioned that 4 would be a fairly high value for the coefficient by international standards,

many estimates centring around 0-3.

’lScR for Equation B7 is plotted only for the values of financial assets for which

Equation B2 predict.s a feasible portfolio share.
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The Effect of 7hxation on Risk-taking
An extensive international literature has considered the important

question of whether income and wealth taxation encourages or
discourages risk-taking. As mentioned above, definite conclusions can be
drawn fi’om simple theoretical models. Thus, wealth taxation results in

reduced risk-taking provided the coefficient of relative risk aversion is
decreasing; income taxation results in increased risk-taking unless the
elasticity of demand for risk assets with respect to wealth is very large.49

(Note that these simple theoretical results discussed above tend to run
against tile conventional wisdom that income tax would discourage risk-
taking while wealth tmx would encourage it.)

Our estimated models of portfolio selection allow us to place h’eland in
these categories. We find decreasing relative risk aversion and a positive,
but generally not too large, wealth elasticity of demand for risk assets. If
this is correct, wealth t,-Lxation would redoce risk-taking and income tax
increases it in Ireland.

l-lowever if, in order to add realism, one departs fi’om the very simple
assumptions of the less sophisticated theoretical models (for example by
enlarging tile range of assets and specifying taxation more exactly),
evaluating the impact of income tax on the riskiness of the overall
portfolio requires more information than just the dependence of
coefficients of risk aversion on wealth. Indeed, tile very nature of the tmx
breaks that are available to investors may influence the degree of risk-
taking in a complex manner.

As an alternative, therefore (and following Feldstein, 1976), we can
examine the impact of taxation directly on the portfolio choice using our
sample data.

The marginal tax rate is a property of the tax unit rather than the
household. The tmx unit facing each household has been estimated on the
basis of its income and composition, and the tax rate for the unit
containing the household head is taken to be the relevant one for the
purposes of the present analysis.5° Using this tax rate variable as an

additional explanatory variable in the modelling of portfolio choice allows
us to provide a preliminary answer to the question of how the tax system
affects household portfolio choice in Ireland.

’t9h would be sufficient, but certainly not necessar’:,, for the coefficient of absohtte risk
aversion to be decreasing.

5°Actually, an appreciable proportion of household financial assets are owned by t;~:

units other Ihan the head of household. However, we have not duplicated the anal),sis
breaking down the households into t,’~x units.
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Unfortunately, tbe complexity of the h-isb income tax system as it
affects tbe net return from different assets means tbat, with tbe asset
breakdown at present available, we cannot separate taxable and 1101"l-
taxable asset income very clearly. The tax status of the yield on the assets in
tbe "bonds" category is complex; many of these being related to life
assurance contracts. Deposit interest is taxable, and the basic rate of
income tmx (35 per cent in 1987) is in fact deducted at source. Howeveh it

is widely believed tbat many higher-band taxpayers have not in fact
declared their interest income to the tax authorities. Therefore it is not
clear tbat the marginal tax rate actually applies to deposit interest. Yields
on the small savings media are fl’ee of income tax. Otber income is in
general taxable, but yields on equities may often be realized by a
household in the form of a capital gain, wbich attracts a lower rate of tax.

Nevertbeless, it is of interest to see wbether the tax rate seems to be
correlated with particular patterns of bousehold portfolio choice.
Equations A5, and B3 throw some light on this question.

For the choice between financial and non-financial wealth, Equation
A5 reveals that bigher tax rates are correlated with a bigher share of
financial assets. We already know fi’om Equation A4 tbat income is also
significant. However, inclusion of both income and tax rate results in
income becoming insignificant, while tax rate remains significant. Tbis
suggests that the income term may be acting (at least partly) as a proxy for
the tax rate in Equations A1-A4.

Equation B3 shows that the tax rate enters non-linearly in explaining
the share of basic assets in total financial assets. The estimated coefficients
are such that housebolds at the standard t~: rate hold the same portfolio
as those paying zero rate. At higher t~x rates bouseholds hold less of what
we have termed "basic assets". Tbe t~x system could be seen tberefore as
encouraging holdings of the riskier assets. This conclusion, tbougla
tentative, is in line with tbe deduction fi’om theory and the estimate that
the coefficient of relative risk aversion is declining in wealth.



Chapter 7

HOUSINGIN THE HOUSF.HOLD PORTFOLIO

hztroduction
This study is primarily concerned with the financial assets of Irish

households, rather than wealth held ill other forms such as houses,
businesses, land and other property. We examine tile relationship between
financial assets and total wealth including that held ill these other forms,
but then concentrate on detailed analysis of the role of financial rather
than non-financial assets. This focus has adopted for tile reasons outlined
in Chapter 2, principally reflecting our belief that issues specific to these
assets call be addressed with profit using the data available to us. Ill terms
of the context in which this analysis of financial assets is to be seen,
though, it is also useful in this chapter to look more briefly at these other
assets, in particular housing, which is the single most important form ill
which wealth is held by most h’ish households and on which valuable
infot’matioo was also obtained in the 1987 ESRI household survey. As
explained ill Chapters 2 and 3, it is not possible to include here (or in most
similar studies internationally) foture pension entitlements or human
capital, which ideally might be counted in a comprehensive measure of
households’ aggregate wealth.

Housing in Total Househo#l Wealth
Financial ,assets make tip only 9 relatively small proportion of the total

wealth of most households, in h’eland as elsewhere. As Chapter 4 shows,
even households towards the top of tile income distribution hold only
about 10 per cent of their total gross wealth on average in the form of
financial assets such as deposits, small savings, gilts, equities or bonds.51

Total wealth as measured there includes tile value of residential property
(for owner-occupiers), farm land, unincorporated businesses and other
property. The precise information obtained in tile ESRI sample on which
tile estimates for these forms of wealth-holding are based is described, and

51 See Table 4.4. This does not include current account.s, term loans and life-assuI,~nce

related ass(:ls analysed in Chapter 8, but their inclusion does not change the overall pattern.

46
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the likely reliability of these estimates assessed, in Nolan (1991b). Table 7.1

shows the composition of these non-financial wealth holdings by income

decile, from which it is seen that housing is consistently the most

important form of wealth-holding throughout the income distribution,

followed by farm land. Wealth in the form of housing - measured as the

market value of the house less the estimated amount outstanding in

mortgage debt - accounts for 55 per cent of total wealth of sample

households, and for between 55 per cent and 66 per cent of the wealth of

households in the bottom 90 per cent of the income distribution. Even for

those in die top deeile, where financial ,assets and particularly wealth in the

form of unincorporated businesses are relatively important, housing still

accounts for 41 per cent of total wealth. While farm land is also a

significant proportion of total weald1 throughout the disu’ibufion, then, it

is particularly interesting to look in detail at the role of housing in

household wealth-holding in Ireland.52

Table 7.1 : Composition of Wealth kloMings by Income Decile

b)zswl Oth~" Financial
Deciled:

House Bu.vine~s I~nd Propm~y Assets ,Ill

Pen" cent

Bottom 54.5 3.1 38.3 0.8 3.1 100.0
2 57.0 0.5 27.5 6.9 8.1 100.0
3 65.3 1.2 23.3 4.4 5.8 100.0

4 58.2 0.9 32.7 2.2 6.0 100.0

5 53.1 6.4 31.2 2. I 7.3 100.0
6 57.4 3.8 23.1 8. I 7.7 100.0
7 66.4 4.4 20.3 2.2 6.4 100.0

8 60. I 3.3 25.5 2.6 8.3 100.0
9 58.5 5.9 17.9 ’t.3 13.0 100.0

Top 41.0 19.6 23.8 5.3 10.1 100.0

All 55.0 7.0 25.7 4.1 8.1 100.0

52 The distributional pattern and household characteristics associated with the other
types (if non-I~lnanciaJ assets - that is I~llld, btlSilleSse5 lind other property -- are exalnincd in
Nolan ( 1991 b) Chaptt:rs 5, 6 and 8 respectively.
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Ownm’-Occ+tpation in h’eland
The importance of housing as a form of wealth-holding in h’eland

reflects a level of owner-occupation which is very high compared with
malay other developed counu’ies. Almost 80 per cent of households in the
1987 ESRI saml)le were owner-occupiers, while the Household Budget
Survey also carried out in that year found 77 per cent of households to be
owner-occupiers. The most recent Census of Population figure, for 1981, is
74 i)er cent, and an increase over the 1980s appears plausible given for
example the extent of tenant purchase of local authority housing. A.s Table
7.2 shows,5"s it is significantly higher than even the UK, Canada and the
USA, which with owner-occul)ancy rates of about 60-65 per cent are
generally taken as examples, among advanced industrialised societies, of a
sitttation where owner-occupancy is particularly prevalent. In countries
such ,as Germany, France or The Netherlands, by contrast, less than half of
all households are owner-occul)iers. Housing provided by the public sector
for rental is quite iml)ortant in the Irish case, with 15 per cent of the ESRI
samj)le in such housing. What is striking about the h’ish case, then, is that
ovc’ner-occtlpal3cy is so important and the private rented sector so small

Table 7.2: Inte~lational Ozaner-occupaucy Rates, A~vuud 1981

Country Percentage

Ozunm~occu pied

Australia 70

Cannda 62

Germany 37

France "17

I tal)’ 59

The Netherlands 44

Sweden 57

Switzerland 30

United Kingdom 59

United States 65

Ireland 74

Source: Saunders (1990) Table 1.5, p. 18. Ireland: 1981 C.el~us of Population, Vol. 8, Table
12, p. 67.

53 This comparison is based on data for the earl), 1980s, corresl)onding to the most

recent Census figure for heland. While levels of owner-occupation have risen in, for
example, the OK since that date, Ihe comparative position of Ireland as one of the highest
I’glles of owner-ocCtll)atioll *.could 11Ol be allered.
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relative to other countries - only 6 per cent of sample households were in
private rented accommodation.54 The extent of owner-occupancy is
influenced by the size of the agricultural popttlation in h’eland, which is
relatively high (15 per cent of sample households had a farm), since - ,as in
most EC countries - almost all farm households are owner-occupiers.
However, even among non-farm households the level of owner-occupation
is high compared with other conntries.

This reflects the explicit State policy goal in the h’ish case, adopted
over many years, of encouraging owner-occupation. The ways in which this
has been implemented include the fiscal subsidisation of house purchase
and support for the house-building indusu’y in a variety of ways. Focusing
here on the incentives facing households, the fact that mortgage interest
has been afforded relief for income tax purposes, while rent has not,

represents the single most important and long-standing fiscal
encouragement of house purchase rather than rental. With mortgage
interest payments dednctible fi-om t~xable income, those on the higher tax
rates in particular in effect have the net cost of servicing a mortgage
heavily snbsidised by the Exchequer. While this has been curtailed
somewhat in recent years, with ceilings imposed on the anaount of interest
allowable, it remains a major factor. House purchase has also been
encouraged in recent years by measures such as grants or interest subsidies
for first-time buyers, grants for those leaving local attthority housing to
purchase privatel); and the selling of local authority houses to tenants on
favourable terms.55 The fact that the tax treatment of capital gains and

wealth transfers as applied to dae family home are relatively favourable is
also an important influence on the incentives facing households when
choosing between different forms of saving.

54 The corresponding figure in the 1987 Household Budget Survey is 9 per cent. The

ESRI survey may understate the percentage of households in private rented

accommodation, because the sample was drawn from the Electoral Register which may

underrepresent students and other tool)lie flat-dwellers. Both the ESRI and the CSO su,we),s

may also bc affected by the difficulties in obtaining interviews with such households. The
general lentH’e pattern in the surveys is however consistent with evidence frofll other

SOtlrces.

r,5 When building societies provided most mortgage finance, public and policy

attention may also have tended to focus more on mortgage interest rates than on deposit
inlerest rates, and there may have heen a tendency to tO’ to minimise increases in these

rates to the benel]t of those with mortgages. However, sources of finance are now more

diverse and the market for deposits is much more competitive and less amenable to such

pl-egsu i-cs.
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House Otonership and Wealth Among l~sh Households
Influenced by these policies, then, owner-occupation is the dominant

tenure choice in Ireland and housing plays a crucial role as a form of weahh
holding, which can be examined in some detail on the basis of the 1987
survey. For this purpose it is necessary to have information for owner-
occupiers on both the market value of the house itself and the outstanding

mortgage debt, since the asset held by the household in dais form is what can
be realised by the sale of the house net of the amount which would be
needed to clear the mortgage if any. Households in the sample were asked to
provide an estimate of the market value of the house, and the interviewers
were also asked to make such an estinaate. Callan (1991) compares the two,
and found them to be similar except at very high house values, where the
respondents’ estimates tended to be higher and may be better-informed.
Evidence from other countries also suggests that owner-occupiers’ valuations
of their own property are likely to be reasonably accurate. On this basis we
rely here on respondents’ own estimated house values. (Further information
on the validation of the house value data using other sources is also
presented in Callan (1991).) Detailed information was also obtained on the
mortgage(s) being paid by the household, if any. On the basis of the term,
starting-date, type and size of loan and level of repa)anents, an estimate can
be made of the capital amount outstanding. Estimates of gross house value
and net housing wealth can therefore be made for each household.

About 55 per cent of the households which were owner-occupiers
(acconnting for 45 per cent of all households) owned their house outright,
whereas 45 per cent (35 per cent of all households) were owner-occupiers
but had a mortgage. Table 7.3 shows the distribution of these owner-
occupiers, by house value and net housing wealth, in 1987 terms. For all
owner-occupiers, the average valuation was £30,600. About one-quarter of
owner-occupiers were in houses valued at less than £20,000, one-third were
in the £20,000-£30,000 range, 28 per cent were between £30,000 and
£50,000 and 8 per cent were in houses valued at over £50,000. Given the
extent to which house prices fluctuate over tirne, it is to be emphasised
again that these refer to vahmtions in 1987. The average net of outstanding
mortgage debt was only slightly lower, at £26,100, since outstanding debt
was only £4,500 on average. This conceals wide variation, though, with a
majority of owner-occupiers having no mortgage debt, and considerable
variation in the amounts involved for those who do have a mortgage. In
terms of equity in the sense of net housing wealth, then, 43 per cent of
owner-occupiers had less than £20,000, 29 per cent had between £20,000
and £30,000, 14 per cent had between £30,000 and £50,000, and 6 per cent
had more than £50,000.
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Table 7.3: Owmn--ocmtpie~ by Hmt.~e Value, Before and After Deduction of OuL~tanding Mortgage

House House Vahte Net of
Mo~gage Bands Value Outstanding Mortgage

£ I 0,000 or less 7.0 14.3
£10,000- £15,000 7.5 13.0
£ 15,000 - £20.000 16.5 15.8

£20,000 - £25,000 14.4 14.6
£25,000 - £30,000 17.9 14.3
£30,000 - £35,000 9. I 7.1
£35,000 - £40,000 I 0.0 7.1
£40,000 - £50,000 9.4 7.5
£50,000 or more 8.2 6.2

All 100.0 100.0

The relationships between current income, owner-occupation, house
values and net housing wealth are explored in Table 7.4. We see that
owner-occupation is the dominant tenure type throughout the income
distribution. The lowest proportion of owner-occupiers is found not at the

bottom of the distribution but in the third and fotu’th deciles, largely
because farm households are relatively important right at the bottom
whereas local authority housing is relatively important for those in deciles
three and four. For those who are owner-occupiers, the average gross
house value does not vary over the bottom three deciles, at about £23,500,
but then rises steadily, if undramatically, to reach £44,000 for the top 10
per cent. The percentage wifla an outstanding mortgage in fact also rises
with income, though, with only one-fifth or less of those towards the
bottom compared with 60 per cent or more of those towards the top
having a mortgage. Among those who do have a mortgage, the average
amount outstanding is also higher for those in the top half of the income
distribution. As a result, the variation across the income distribution in net

housing wealth among owner-occupiers is considerably smaller than that in
gross house values, with average housing wealth virtually constant at about
£23,000-£24,000 for the bottom 70 per cent of flae income disu’ibufion.

The extent of owner-occupation and net housing wealth is also related

to characteristics such as age and social cl~s. A relatively small proportion
of households headed by someone aged under 25 are owner-occupiers,
and the percentage of owner-occupiers who have a mortgage is much
higher in the 25-34 and 35-44 age groups than for older household heads.
However, house values are lower on average for the elderly than for dlose
under 65. As a result, meau net housing wealth is highest for households
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where the head is aged between 45-64. In tel’ms of social class, the
proportion of ow~ler-occopiers is relatively low for the manual social classes
- though even for the unskilled manual class 62 per cent were owner-
occupiers. Among owner-occupiers, mean net house values are also
considerably higher for the professional/managerial classes ( about £30-
£40,000) than for the manual ones (about £22,000). This is narrower than

the gap in gross house values, because outstanding mortgage debt is a
good deal higher for households in the professional/managerial classes.

Table 7.4: Percentage OwneT:occupie~;~, Mean House Vahte and Outstanding MmCgage fi~r O~anel~

occupiet~ by Cu~7~nt Income Dedle

Owne~occ~t pien* Only

All MeanDecile
Household.~ Mean Gross 01ttstanding Amount Mean Net
% of Ow,leT~ House Value MotCgttge OIttrtanding Homve Vahte

ocempitn’s fi~r those
with

Mo~gage

£ Pet" cent £ £
Bonom 78.8 23,331 I 1.4 7,526 22A75
2 73.8 23,921 19.4 3,977 23,149
3 59.0 23,906 22.2 7,814 22,192
4 67.,I 24,578 37.3 6,678 22,095
5 71.9 27,072 42.6 8,527 23,44 I
6 83.9 29,203 47.4 10,624 24,178
7 88.7 30,918 59.9 10,479 24,653
8 83.4 35,583 58.5 I 1,526 28,842
9 92.7 37,564 65.5 12,923 29,120
"Fop 90. I 43,857 50.7 13,190 37,171

All 78.9 30.598 43.0 10,519 26,081

Having outlined the importance of owner-occupation and housing
wealth in Ireland, and looked at the relationship between owner-occupation,
house ~-alne, debt outstanding, and key household characteristics, we now
turn to a more formal analysis of these relationships.

Can the Demand for Other Assets be. Analysed h~dependently of Housing?
The importance of housing in the overall household portfolio leads to

the question of whether it is legitimate to proceed, ,as we have done in the
previous chapters, to analyse financial asset choice separately fi’om the
question of the demand for housing. We touched on this qnestion in the
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introdttctory chapter, but it is worth looking a little closet" at practice in this
regard in the literature.

Can the financial portfolio of those assets which we have identified be
analysed separately, i.e., without taking account of the remainder of the
wealth portfolio? Essentially this is an empirical question. In technical
terms, to proceed with separate analysis of the financial portfolio amounts
to the assumption that the hottsehold’s preferences as between these
financial assets are sepa’rable fl’om the rest of dae wealth portfolio, lntuitivel),
what is required is that differing levels and composition of the remainder
of the wealth portfolio should not alter the proportions in which the
financial portfolio is structttred. The same type of assumption is emplo),ed
in all kinds of demand analysis to delimit the scope of stud)’, even where
data on die other assets or goods might be available.

Most of the papers on portfolio selection, and almost all of the papers
in the small literature considering a single cross-section of asset holdings
make this assunlption. Thus Uhler and Cragg (1971) did not employ die
data they hail on the composition of non-financial non-htmlan wealth in
estimating the determinants of the degree of diversification of the
household portfolio. Likewise, Feldstein in his benchmark (1976) stucl), of
personal taxation and portfolio composition made "no attempt to explain
the holding of such non-financial assets as real estate or unincorporatetl
husiness nor the extent and t)q)e of the indi~4dual’s indebtedness", nor were
components of non-financial wealth used as explanator), variables.

Shorrocks (1982) does attempt to explain the share of hottsing anti other
non-financial forms of wealth, but he too makes the separabilit), assumption
and assumes that the shares of the various elements of financial weald~ are
not dependent on tlae mix of non-financial wealth components. In each of
these stt, dies, total non-human wealth (inch, cling hottsing, etc.) was
employed as an explanator), variable, as we do in dlis stud)’.

Some otber papers did focus on aspects of non-financial wealth. Friend
and Blume (1975), while retaining the separability assumption, noted dmt
anal)~is of the share of risk assets in total wealth depended empirically on
whether or not housing weald~ was included in the measure of wealda. This
would certainly be a relevant consideration if the analysis of Chapter 6 on
risk aversion were to be carried an)’ fttrther.

King and Leape (1984) based dleir anal)’sis on a mean-variance model

with constraints on short sales; this implied that portfolio shares might
depend on the subset of assets which was actually held in tl~e portfolio, and
thus that separahilit), might not hold. Their equations explaining asset
demand included explanatory clummy variables for the categories of assets
included in the portfolio (bttt not for the amounts held).
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It is worth noting that omission of specific assets wonld be a far more
controversial matter if we were attempting to test theories of the
determination of asset prices. Indeed, as was first highlighted by Roll
(1977), the qnestion of inclusiveness of the portfolio would then be central.

We did carry out some tests to see whether time assumption of
separability actually holds in our data set. Specifcally, we added the
housing share ,as an explanatory variable to Equation BI and re-estimated
by two-stage least squares. Regardless of which of the four lmonsing share
definitions (see below) was used, the additional variable was wholly
insignificant, with t-statistics of less than 0.2. This suggests that the
separability assuml:)tion may be valid.

Regression A nalysi.~-.
Because housing is such a large part of measured non-financial wealth,

it is not surprising to find that the main determinants of the share of
housing wealth are mosdy the same as the determinants of the share of
financial wealth.

We report the main features of time regression relationships which we
found in Regression Table G, which may be compared with Regression
Table A. We did not explicidy explore possible interactions between the
demand for honsing and snbcomponents of financial wealdm since, with
cross-section data, the useftdness of such an exercise would be limited.
Instead, the focus of interest here is dme distinction between gross housing
wealth (including time value of the mortgage) and net housing wealth,
where time value of time mortgage is subtracted fi-om time value of time house.
Time concept of gross wealth (including the value of mortgage and other
debt) also comes into play.

Thus die variables of interest are

shval
shval2
nshval
nshval2

= Gross housing wealtlm ,as a share of total (net) wealth;
= Gross housing wealth as a share of gross wealth;
= Net housing wealth as a share of total (net) wealth;
= Net housing wealth ,as a share of gross wealth.

We also have to pay attention to the qnesdon of inclnding cases where
dmese ratios are zero; apart from one Equation (G3) zero cases are excluded
in the regressions of Table G.

In addition to demographic, prosperity and life-cycle indicators,
taxation status is likely to be an important predictor of gross housing
wealth because of time important ,rariation in time after tax cost of mortgage
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borrowing. Net of the mortgage, there is no strong presumption of a te~x
effect of tile share of housing in wealth.

For some of tile explanatory variables, tile estimated impact on
housing share has the same sign in each of our regressions. Thus farmers

(socioeconomic group 1) have an unambiguously lower share of wealth in
tile form of housing (about 20 per cent lower) as do dae self-employed. In
the case of the self-cmployed, it may be presumed that dlis relationship
reflects file fact that non-pension financial wealth held in anticipation of
retirement is likely to be higher among the self-employed.56 In contrast,
membership of die professional and managerial group per se increases tile
share of housing, albeit by a fairly small amount. If anydling, female heads
of household hold relatively more of dleir wealth in die form of housing.

Except where die zero observa0ons are included, die marginal impact
of wealth on each of tile raOos is negative: the non-linear term (wealth
squared) is not big enougb to offset the linear term at wealth levels below
several million pounds. Tile size of the effect is largest in the case of gross
wealth: in GI, a 10 per cent increase in wealth fi’om tile mean level of
£50,000 will reduce tbe share of housing by almost 4 percentage points,
implying about a 30 per cent marginal propensity to invest in housing -
less than half tile average propensit)~ This confirms tile observation tbat
other forms of wealth (farmland and business wealth) become relatively
more important in tile typical portfolio tile larger the portfolio.

Aldlough income enters both directly and interactively with age, the
marginal effect of income at the mean of tile sample is very small.

For ~’oss housing, die marginal impact of age is negative (except when
the zero responses are included as in G3); for net housiTzg, tile marginal
impact of age is positive. Tile latter resuh is consistent with die life-cycle
effect of inheritance and of paying-off mortgages. Tbe former resuh is
more surprising and suggests, perhaps, an bistorical trend towards a
greater share of bousing.

±Ls predicted, the tax rate has a positive effect on gross housing, but an
insignificant effect on net housing. Though statistically significant, tile
estimated effcct here is not very large: thus from G1 and G4 we would
conclude that all increase in dae marginal t~x rate of the bousellold fi’om
25 to 50 per cent increases mortgage borrowing for housing by an amount
equivalent to 7 per cent of total net wealdl. S011, to be able to pinpoint dlis
effect at all from such a data set confirms iLs importance; the magnitude of
the true effect might differ substanoally fi’om what our model is able to
detect.

56Recall that pcnsioll weahh is not il~clu(led in our data.
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Finally we turn to the interpretation of the equation with zero obser-
vations included. This seems to differ so much fi’om the other equations
that tile hypothesis under which tile estimation has been carried out; i.e.,
that the behaviour of zero reporters is continuous with that of those with
positive reported holdings, is not born out. Thus, the tenure decision is
probably based on different considerations to the value-ot;house decision,
conditional on a house being owned.

This seems to be about as far as we should try to take the question of
housing choice as an aspect of portfolio selection in the context of the
present data set.

Conclusion

While housing is the single most important form of asset for Irish
households, the determinants of housing tenure choice, as well as the size,
location and cost of housing obviously include quite different factors to
those relevant to most form of financial wealth - largely because the
benefit of home-ownership is not primarily measured in terms of financial
yield. Still, financial aspects are not unimportant, and we have been able to
detect a significant impact of a household’s marginal income tax rate on its
propensity to borrow to acquire more expensive housing.



Chapter 8

OTHER ASSETS: DEBT; CURPd£IVI" ACCOU}\rfS AND ASSUtL~INCE

hzlroduction
So far’, tile financial assets covered by our analysis have included

deposit accounts, gilts and equities, Government small savings schemes,
and lunap-sunl invesmmnts in deposit or investment bonds, unit linked
funds, etc. But our analysis has not taken account of current (cheque

book) accounts or recurring premium life-assurance related assets. In
addition, although mortgage debt and farm loans were netted out in
arriving at the measure of total wealth used in the course of the analysis,

term loans were not taken into account. ~te now go on to make use of
information obtained in the household survey on these three areas-

current accounts, life-assurance related assets, and term loans. Although
some complex issues arise in making use of this information, it allows a
more complete picture of household financial assets to be presented.

CitT~reTzl A CCOlt?Zl.g

Current accounts are not included in the analysis of tbe earlier
chapters above because of particular problems of interpreting the data.
Complications arise because of the overlap between personal and business
accounts for the self-employed, because joint accounts nlay be held by
botlsehold members, and because of the sbarp []uctuatiotls in current
account balances. In the 1987 survey (described in Chapter 3) the
question on current accounts sought to obtain enough information to

allow these complications to be taken into account.
Respondents were asked first whether they had a current (i.e., cheque

book) account for personal use, or for combined business and personal
use (accounts solely for business purposes were excluded). Those who did
so (with personal and combined business/personal separately identified)
were then asked about the usual balance in their account (or the net
balance on all accounts if the respondent bad more tban one). Those
whose account was "usually" in credit were asked the usual amonnt they
were in credit, and those who were usually overdrawn were asked the
alllOUnt they wel-e usually overdrawn. (111 each case respondents were
presented with a pre-specified sel of ranges or categories and asked to say

57
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which corresponded to the usual balance/overdraft.) Those where joint
accounts were involved were then identified, and the usual balance/
overdraft in the joint accounts sought.

Most adults in the household sample were asked the full range of
questions about assets, including this question about cnrrent accounts.
About 24 per cent of tile individual respondents said they had a current
aceonnt purely for personal use and 6 per cent said they had an account
for combined business and personal use. So about 80 per cent of the
current accounts on which tile analysis will be based are purely personal.
About 69 per cent of the reported accounts usually had a credit balance, 4
per cent said tile), had a usual balance of zero, and 2.7 per cent were

usually in overdraft. The average reported balance in the accounts in
credit was £565, while the average overdraft was considerably larger at -
£2,420. It is worth noting that combined bttsiness/personal accounts which
were in overdraft tended to be much larger than purely personal
overdrafts, with an average overdraft of -£4,573 for tile former compared
with -£1,408 for the latter. Combined business/personal acconnts
represented 32 per cent of all overdrafts and 64 per cent of those where
the usual overdraft was more than £2,000. While combined business/

personal accotmts which were usually in credit also had higher balances on
average than purely personal accounts, the gap was vet’), much less, with an
average balance of £935 in combined accottnts compared with £507 in
purely personal ones.

In Chapter 3, the sample responses were compared with externally-
known statistics to assess the representativeness and reliability of tile
sample where possible. It was seen that, while financial assets were
underrepresented in the survey, this was not snrprising given the
exl)erience of surveys elsewhere. Mttch of the ttndert-epreserltatiotl of
particular assets ma), arise due to the inability of general household surveys
to adequately reflect the vet’), top of the distribntion, holding a high
proportion of the total.

Some external information is available which can be used as a

benchmark in assessing tile current account information provided in tile
sample, though, ,as in tile case of other financial assets, it is far fi’om ideal.
The Centi’al Bank publish data on the total balances held in non-
government current accounts, and in 1986-87 (to which the survey
applies) the total involved was about £1.05 billion.57 Much of this is in

business and other non-household accountS, though. Abont 40 per cent of

57This and other Centred Bank data :ire drawn from the Central Bank Q:tart#rly Bulletin.
especially the Stlmnlet 1987 issue. Tables CB, C6 and C7.
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deposits in current and deposit accounts combined (of residents) are held
b)’ the personal sector. The personal sector share in current account
balances alone is not published. If we take a figure of about 40 per cent to
apply to current accountS, then tile total balances held in personal cnrrent
accounts in 1986/87 ma), have been about £0.42 billion. Grossing-up the
reported sample responses for those who said the)’ had current accounts
nsuall), in credit wonld suggest a figure for tile population of about £0.26
billion. (About £0.6 billion of this is in what are reported to be combined
business/personal accounts.) This snggests that about half of’all credit
balances in current accounts are reflected in the sample.

In the case of overdrafts, external data are pnblisbed on the sectoral
breakdown of total advances rather than on overdrafts alone. In 1986/87
total non-government credit in the form of overdrafts amounted to abont
£1.65 billion. About 20 pet" cent of all advances by licensed banks were to
the personal sector, but much of this was in the form of house mortgage
and budgeting finance: only about 10 per cent of all advances were to the
personal sector for non-housing purposes. Stlch a figure for all advances
n]a), tell us little about the sectoral composition of overdrafts. If 10-20 per
cent of all overdrafts were to the personal sector, the total outstanding to
the personal sector in 1986/87 would have been in tile range £0.16 to

£0.33 billion. Tile grossed-up sample fignre for overdrafts reported in tl~e
1987 survey is about £0.45 billion, of which a substantial proportion -
about £0.27 billion - is in combined business/personal radaer than purel),
personal accountS.

While there are many difficulties in making a comparison between

sample and external figures for current acconnts, then, the results suggest
that such accounts are, if anything, better represented in the sample than
other financial assets. The reasons wh), nnderrepresentation of financial
assets in such surve)’s arises, and the implications for analysis, are discussed
in detail in Chapters 3 and 4.

Tile primary objective of our anal),sis has been to examine household
rather than individnal asset holdings. Using tile information provided 13),
individual respondents on their current accounts, the total amount
"nsuall)," held in current accounts b), all members of each household was
calculated. In doing so particular care was taken to avoid donble-Coul]ting
of joint accounts where both holders provided information about the
account. The fact that some members may be in overdraft while others
have credit balances means that the two will, in some cases, offset one
another in at-riving at the household total. Personal and combined
business/personal accounts will also be added together where both are
present.
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In Chapter 4 tile percentage of households holding particular financial
assets, and the mean and median holdings for those who do so, were
presented. For example, it was seen that 56 per cent of households ill the
sample held deposits in banks, building societies, etc., with mean holding
of about £4,000 and median holding of £1,250. Aaaalysing the responses on
ctu-rent acconnLs, Table 8.1 shows that 40 per cent of households reported
having a current account. Distinguishing those usually in credit fi-om those
usually in overdraft, 29 per cent of households had at least one cnrrent
account and were usually (net) ill credit; 11 per cent had an account
usually ill overdraft. Although less than one-third of households with
cnrrent accounts were nsna]])’ ill overdraft, tile amounts involved were

large relative to credit balances on average. Whereas tile average amount
on credit balances was £725, the average overdraft was £3,775. Thus tile
mean holding across all households with current accounts was negative, at -
£575, while the median holding was £150.

We now look at tile characteristics of households with current

accounts. The fact that some of tile reported current accounts, and
especiall), some of the large overdrafts, are combined business and
personal rather than pnrel), personal, has already been emphasised and
will affect our interpretation of tile resulLs. Table 8.2 shows the percentage
of households reporting at least one ctlrrent accol_ln[., and mean and
median balance/overdraft, by die set of household characteristics used in
our earlier analysis. Account.s usuall), ill credit and usually overdrawn (net)
are also shown separately. Looking first at households with a usual credit
balance, tile percentage of households holding all asset of this type rises
with household income, fi’om about 15 per cent towards the bottom of the
distribution to about 45 per cent towards the top. Households where tile
head is in the professional or Inanagerial social classes, self-cmployed or an
employee, or not ill Local Authority housing, also have a relatively high
probability of having a credit balance on current account. The average
amount involved for households with a credit balance is relativel), high for
the retired/elderly and those who own their houses outright.

Table 8.1 : Holt.wshold Assets: Current Accou nL~

Usually Usually All Cu~’enl

itt Credit Otselrlraru#l Accolt#ll.~

Per cenl of all households 28.4 II .5 39.9

Mcall holding (£) 725 -3,775 -575

Mcdian holdillg (.E) 250 ~800 150
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Table 8.2: HousehoM Assets: Cur’renl Accounts by HousehoM 7"ype

Usually in Credit Usually Ouerdrawn All Currtnt Accmlnls

% Holding Mran Median %Hotdiag Mean Mrdian % Holding Mean Median

INCOME DECII.E
Bottom 17.0 720 400 10.8 -5,095 -2,000 27.8 -I,546 150

2 15.9 787 150 5.0 -I,861 -625 21.8 70 75

3 12.0 550 150 3.1 (-I,033) (-400) 16.0 240 112

4 13.3 417 150 9.9 -2,612 -800 23.2 .-875 25
5 20.8 988 250 8.7 -5,007 -875 29.5 -960 I00

6 28.4 1,077 150 7.5 -3,495 -712 35.0 122 75

7 30.0 583 250 11.6 -1,508 -300 41.3 -6 125
8 36.4 795 250 12.2 -3,623 -500 48.5 -316 150

9 47.1 483 250 16.3 -I,653 -800 63.5 -66 150

Top 43.6 818 ~ 22.3 -6.403 -2,000 65.8 -I,625 75

AGE
0-25 21.0 (335) (112) 2.6 (-I,250) (-1,250) 23.7 158 75

25-34 27.5 510 150 13.8 -2,113 -500 41.3 -368 50
37",-44 27.3 445 175 17.1 -3,718 -875 4,t.4 -I,158 75

45-54 30.5 598 225 13.1 -3,674 -625 43.6 .-68,$ 75
55-64 30.0 920 250 11.0 -6,234 -I,962 41.0 -I,010 150
65-74 29.0 1,056 ~ 6.5 -2,954 -450 35.6 320 250

75+ 21.0 026 400 3.1 -I,464 -525 25.0 627 337

SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP
Famlers 26.5 1,073 400 17.7 -5,872 -2,500 44.2 -I,705 150
Prof./Managerial 52.9 811 250 19.9 -3,725 -862 72.8 ..-428 150
Intermediate* 26.1 400 150 8.4 -2,233 -500 3,t.5 -168 75

I.ow Skill** 13.7 678 150 4.2 -I,186 -150 17.0 240 150

lAB FORCE STATUS
Retired 29.0 1,188 400 2.2 -673 -150 31.2 1,057
Self-employed 33.7 1,030 400 24.6 -8,346 -2,000 50.3 -2,080 75
Home duties 16.0 412 200 4.7 -I,785 -75 20.6 -89 150
Employee 36.1 430 150 13.0 -I,393 ~t75 40.2 -52 75
10 11.2 572 250 4.1 (-I,260) (-462) 15.3 84 150

Unemployed 8.5 606 100 2.4 (-I,425) (-150) 10.8 162 50

TENURE
Own outrlght 30.2 940 250 11.8 -5,344 -I,250 42.2 -817 150
Own w/mortgage 34.1 487 150 16.4 -2,274 -625 50.6 -410 75
Rented 31.5 560 250 5.0 (-822) (-288) 37.0 356 150
l.ocal Authori~’ 5.5 336 150 5.5 (-662) (-662) 6.0 253 150

*Intermediate non-manual and skilled manual.
**Semi-skilled or unskilled manual.

O denotes cell-size less than IO.
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Turning to overdrafts, the percentage of households with a current
account usually in overdraft is highest at the top of the income

distribution, for the middle-aged, for the self-employed and for those who
are in owner-occupied housing with a mortgage. The average amounts
involved are highest for farmers and other self-employed - again related to
the fact that business and personal finances are difficult to distinguish for
many self-employed.

Including current accounts in the financial assets and liabilities of
households covered by the analysis is, therefore, particularly important for
certain t)qges of household. Looking at all current accounts whether credit
or overdraft, we see that about two-thirds of households towards the top of
the income distribution, compared with about one-quarter of those near the
bottom, have current accounts. Similarl); a high proportion of employees
and time self-employed, the professional/managerial social class, and those in
owner-occupied housing have such accounts. For man},, though, the
amounts involved are not large. Those right at the bottom, or the top, of the

current income distribution, the self-employed, and the middle-aged, are
particularl), likely to have snbstantial net overdrafts on average.

Term Loans

Respondents to the individual questionnaire were also asked whether
they were making repa)qllents on hire purchase agreements or loans from
banks or finance companies, for example, on a car or household
appliances, or on a term loan. (Mortgage debt was separately examined
and was included in the calcnlation of net honse value and total net wealth

in our earlier analysis.) For those who stated that they were, details were
sought of the amount borrowed, size of repayments being made, and the
nnmber of repa),ments already made and still to be made. From this
information time amount outstanding on these loans can be estimated -
that is, the amount which it would be necessary to pay (at the date of
interview) to clear the loan, rather than what was borrowed, or what will be
paid over the remaining life of the loan. It is this estimate of the loan
outstanding which is most relevant to the total cttrrent stock of assets and
liabilities, and it will be the focus of our anal),sis.

About 19 per cent of the households in the sample were making
repayments on such term loans/hire purchase agreements. The average
amount outstanding for these households was £1,380 and time median was

£825, so significant liabilities are involved in many cases. About 40 per cent
of the households involved owed less than £500, a further 35 per cent owed
between £500 and £2,000, and most of the remainder owed between
£2,000 and £5,000.
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It is difficult to conlpare tile snrvey responses on term loans/hire
purchase with external data. Data are published by the Central Bank on
the total advanced in the form of loans up to one yean term loans and
hire-purchase agreements by licensed banks to Irish residents, and this
came to abont £6.00 billion in 1986/87. As in time case of overdrafts,

though, much of this is not lending to the personal sector. Published data
show that only about 10 per cent of total non-government advances by
licensed banks to residents is non-housing lending to the personal sector,
but this may not be a reliable guide for the subset of advances under
consideration here. (In particulah more of hire-purchase lending may be
to time personal sector.) The sample estimate of tile total outstanding on
terms loans, etc., for households implies a grossed-up figure for all
households in the population of about £0.25 billion.

Table 8.3 shows the percentage of houselaolds having term loans and
similar debt, and the mean and median amounts outstanding for these
households, by the range of characteristics used earlier. The percentage
with such debt rises with household income, from about 8 per cent at tile

bottom of time income distribution to 26 per cent at the top. The amounts
involved are also higher on average towards time top of the distribution.
There is also a cleat- t-elationship between age and the likelihood of having
such a loan: about 3540 pet" cent of households where the head is aged
under 35, compared with only 5-7 per cent of those where the head is over
65, have term loan/hire purchase debt. The amounts invoh,ed tend to be
highest for tile middle rather than younger age groups though. A low
proportion of farmers and a high proportion of employees and the
unemployed have such debt, and a low proportion of the retired.

Life Assurance Related Assets
In earlier chapters the financial assets covered included once-off invest-

ments in deposit/investment/guaranteed income/growth bonds, or other
unit-linked funds. Some of these may have a life assnrance element in order
to mm,:imize the advantage of time favonrable tmx treaunent of such assets.
However, savings in the form of recurring life assnrance premiums were not
taken into account at that stage. Here we make use of information obtained
in the survey on savings-related recurring premium life assurance policies
to fill dais gap.

The survey included a detailed qnestion on life assnrance (explicitly
distinguished from mortgage endowment and mortgage protection
policies). Respondents were asked whether they had any life assurance

policy, or life assurance-linked savings’ policy, on which the), were paying
more than £2 per week/£100 per year. For each policy, they were then asked:
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Table 8.3 7"mw~ Loan.~/Hire Purchase Agreemen~

Percentage of Mean Amount    Median Amount
Household.~ With

OuL~tanding OuL~tanding
Loan

INCOME DECILE
Bottom
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Top

8.0 863 525

8.2 1,088 709
9.4 690 331

15.0 713 311
19.1 1,089 386
25.3 1,058 684

20.6 1,434 898
22.1 1,325 758
24.8 1,636 1,260
26.5 2,137 1,630

AGE
O-25

25--34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

75+

42.1 781 496
35.0 1,167 685
26.1 1,443 925

19.1 1,599 896
15.0 1,604 1,190

7.4 1,195 652
4.9 808 328

SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP
Farmers I 1.6 1,464 839

Prof./Managerial 22.5 1,903 1,367

Intermediate* 22.3 1,284 747
Low Skill** 17.0 984 346

LAB FORCE STATUS
Retired

Self-employed
Home duties
Employee
111
Unemployed

6.8 t,180 640
15.6 t,757 1,440

8.7 1,340 662
28.1 1,397 982
18.4 1,300 364
24.8 879 354

TENURE
Own outright
Own w/mortgage
Rented
Local Authority

11,6 1,602 1,062
29.3 1,474 993
18.5 1,657 1,454
21.8 526 333

*Intermediate non-manual and skilled manual.
**Semi-skilled or unskilled mamtal.

0 denotes cell-size less than lO.
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(i) what q,pe of pollW it was - whether a life assurance linked savings/
investment plan, an endowment policy, an edtlcational expe.ilses
plan, term assurance, or a whole of life policy;

(it) wlmtber the policy was "widl profits";

(iii) wben the policywas taken out;

(iv) the anlount of the preniium and the period it covered;

(v) whedaer tile premium is index-linked;

(vi) the sum assured;

(vii) whether tile policy covers single or joint life.

The very detailed information sought provides a basis on which to
assess, in approximate terms, the eurrellt value of the financial asset
represented by tile policy. In arriving at such an estimate, the amount
"invested" in the form of premia over die life of the policy tip to die date
of interview, and the type of policy involved, fol’m tile key elenmnts. For
the types of policy which are, by their nature, primarily a form of
savil~g/investnmot, namely the savings plans, endowntent assul"ance, and
educational expenses policies, we apply a rate of return to the amount

invested over time. This rate is based on d~e return on Irish gilts over the
period in question. (The first year’s premium is assumed to cover
adnfinistration and other expenses of the assurance company, and tile
calculation of tile return accruing begins in the second year.) In
calculating the amount of the premimn paid in each year over tile life of
the policy, whetber the premiunl was index-linked or not is, of course,
crucial - for index-linked policies file current premium is appropriately
deflated by the CPl to arrive at the amounts paid in earlier years. In this
manner an estimate of the current value of the investtnent, on tile basis of
a "reasonable" rate of return, is calctdated for each policy.

In the case of whole of life policies, the sum assured will be paid out at
deada. This does represent a financial asset in current terms even though
the date at which it will be paid is unknown (for example, it may be
possible to borrow now against expected return.s" from such a policy). In
estimating the ctn’rent value of such policies, then, we used the sum
assured to be paid at deadl, and dae individual’s life expectanW based on
cttrrent age and life tables. The amount assured was then discounted back
from die expected pay-out date to its current value, using a 10 per cent
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annt~al rate of return. Ill effect, then, the estinlate of cnrrent value is tile
amonnt which would have to be invested now to produce the sum assured

by tile expected pay-ont date given that rate of retnrn. (Note that the
surrender value of such policies and the sums that can be borrowed fronl
tile assurance company against the security of tile policy may be
considerably less than tile amonnt calculated here.)

In tile case of tet’m assurance policies, no payment will accrue fi’om tile
policy if die holder does not die within tile term. Some estimate could he
made of the probability of an individual dying within the term, given
current age and the life of the policy. However, the amotmLs invoh,ed would
be small in most cases. Term policies do not., in general, represent savings,
producing an asset which can be converted into current purchasing power
in the same way as life assnrance-linked savings’ policies or whole of life
policies. Rather, they are generally for precautionary purposes. Thus we
ignore the cnrrent asset value of snch policies in this exercise.

About 18 per cent of the adult respondents in the sample said they had
at le,xst one life assnrance policy. Of these, 81 pet" cent had one policy, 15
pet" cent had two, and 4 per cent had 3 or more policies. The breakdown of
the policies by type was as follows:

Life assurance-linked savings plan
Endowment assurance

Educational fees/expenses
Werln assnl-ance

v~qlole of life

Other

%
41
26

2
10
20

1

The average preminnl paid on these policies was abont £300 pet"
atlnnm, with no great variation in average preminm by type of policy
except that the small nunlber of educational expenses plans tended to
have relatively high premium levels.

We are primarily interested in the financial asset represented by these
life assurance-related investments, and their role in honsehold asset
holdings. Estimating the current value of each policy in the manner
described and aggregating all policies held by members of a particular
household, we arrive at an estimate of the holdings of each household of
assets in dais form. About 23 per cent of d~e households in the sample are
found to have an asset of this type. The average valne of savings in this
form, for honseholds which do hold snch an asset, is £2,635, and the
median value is £1,212. Of the households holding assets in this form, 43
pet" cent have a holding of less than £1,000; 22 per cent have I)etween
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£1,000 and £2,000; 21 per cent have between .£2,000 and £5,000; 8 per cent
have I)etween £5,000 and £10,000 and 6 per cent have policies with
estimated value of £10,000 or more.

Because of the nature of the published data and the assumptions which

must be made in estimating the current asset value represented by life
assurance policies, it is not possible to validate tile saml)le aggregate by
reference to such external data in this case.

qable 8.4 shows the relationship between holdings of this asset: type and
household characteristics. The percentage of households with such life
assurance-related assets rises steadily with household income, fi’om 6 per
cent at the bottom of the income distribution to 39 per cent at the top.
Households where the head is aged 25-54 at-e more likely to have such an

asset thma those with a ),ounger or older head. Those in the professional/
managerial social class, employees, and owner-occupiers with a mortgage
also have relatively high proportions with dais type of asset.

Impact on the Composition of Wealth HoMi~gs
In Chapter 4, we looked at tile way in which wealth holdings are macle

up of different types of assets for those at different points daroughout the
income distril)ution. We can now include the two additional types of
financial assets, credit balances on ctlrrent accotlnt and lifc-asstlrance

related savings, in the analysis of the composition of financial asset
holdings and gross wealth. We can now also examine the pattern of
financial liabilities of households, covering mortgage debt, farm loans,
term loans and overdrafts. This allows the analysis to be era’tied out with a
more complete coverage of financial assets and liabilities and mol’e
satisfactory estimates of total household gross and net wealth.

Table 8.5 shows the composition of the financial assets held by
households at different income levels, and tile importance of each asset
type in total gross wealth, that is, wealth before financial liabilities are
deducted. Compared with the resuhs in Chapter 4, financial assets are
again seen to make up a relatively high proportion of total wealth towards
dae top of the income distribution. Further, "basic" assets still account for
most of the financial assets held towards the bottom of the income
distribution. However, the inclusion of current account I)Mances and die
life assurance-related savings has increased the importance of financial
assets tbrouglaout the distril)ution. Recurring life assurance-related savings
account for 10-15 per cent of total financial assets throughout the
distril)ution. Sophisticated assets make up about 25-30 per cent of all
financial assets towards the top of the income distribution, but sttbstantially
less than dlat for most of the remainder of die distril)ution.
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Table 8.4 HousehoM AsseL~: Life Asyurance-Linked Savingx

Percentage of Mean Median
Hou.wholds With

Value Vah~e

Asset

INCOME DECI LE

Bottom 5.6 2,544 865
2 8.2 4,031 2,31 I
3 7.3 1,162 447

4 13.6 1,992 I, 120
5 17.4 1,499 759
6 22.2 1,605 643
7 26.2 2,145 I,II3
8 32.6 3,150 1,080
9 33.5 3,278 1,587

Top 39.4 3,134 1,594

AGE

0-25 21.0 (3,724) (958)
25-34 30.6 1,502 844
35-44 32.3 2,607 1,368
45-54 25.9 2,957 1,590
55-64 18.9 3,870 1,366
65-74 I 1.8 1,964 1,05 I

754 9.4 2,684 1,594

SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP
Farmers 14.3 2,080 1,420

Prof./Managerial 35.2 3,918 1,395
Intermediate* 25.7 2,226 1,027

Low Skill** 13.7 2,157 828

l~,kB FORCE STATUS

Retired I 1.9 2,206 1,296

Self-,zmployed 21.4 2,686 1,502
Home duties I 1.6 2,694 932
Einplo)’ee 34.7 2,755 1,245
Ill 16.3 2,775 1,034
Unemployed 12.5 1,701 446

TENURE

Own outright 17.0 2,949 1,37 I
Own w/mortgage 35.9 2,549 1,244
Rented 13.0 3,629 1,566
Local Authority 13.6 1,386 533

*hatermediate non-manual and skilled manual.

**Semi-skilled or unskilled manual.
() denotes cell-size less than 10.
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Table 8.5: Disposition of Gross Wealth by Income Decile

69

Mean Fercentage of Gross Wealth Held in:
Small Current All "Safe" Sophistirated Life

AllFinancial
Dedle

Deposits Savings Accmlnts As~s Assets Assuranct Assets

Bottom 2,7 0.1 0.3 3.1 0.1 0.3 3.5
2 5.2 0.3 0.4 5.8 0.7 1.0 7.5
3 4.1 0.4 0.3 4.8 0.8 0.3 6.0
4 4.6 0.5 0.2 5.2 0.2 0.9 6.3
5 4.0 0.4 0.5 5.0 1.7 0.6 7.3
6 4.1 0.4 0.7 5.2 1.7 0.8 7,7
7 4.6 0.8 0.4 5.8 0.8 1.4 8.0
8 4.5 0.9 0.5 6.0 1.8 1.9 9.6
9 6.0 0.8 0.4 7.2 .3.2 1.8 12.3

"l~p 5.1 0,9 0,4 6.4 3.3 1.3 10.9

All 4.7 0.7 0.4 5.8 2.0 1.2 9.0

Mean Pm-centage of Financial Assets in:
Small Current All "Safe" .%phistirattd I2~

Dedle
Deposits Savings Accoutas Assets Assets Assurance

Bottom 77.5 2.6 7.7 87.8 3.1 9.0
2 69.2 3.5 4.9 77.6 9.4 13.0
3 ~.4 7.0 4.8 80.3 13.9 5,8
4 71.8 8.2 2.8 82.8 3.6 13.6
5 55.3 0.8 6.9 ~.0 23.2 8.8
6 53.0 5.6 9.2 67.7 22,3 10,0
7 57.0 10.5 5.3 72.8 9.9 17.3
8 47.1 9.3 5.5 61.9 18.5 19.5
9 49.3 6.6 3.1 59.1 25.9 15.0
Top 46.9 7.9 3.4 58.2 30.0 11.8

All 52.6 7.4 4.6 64.7 21.8 13.4

We can now also look at financial liabilities of households. The liabilities
on which data are now available for the sample are mortgage and other
hottsing-related debt, farm loans, term loans/hire purchase agreements
and current account overdrafts. Table 8.6 shows the composition of
financial liabilities for households categorised by income decile, and the
mean level of each type as a percentage of gross wealth also by income
decile. Total financial liabilities as a percentage of net weald1 are highest for
deciles 6-9, and most of this is in the form of mortgage debt. The lowest
income group has a distinctive pattern of liabilities, with mortgage debt
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much less important than for other groups and farm loans and overdrafts

much more important. This reflects the fact that a significant proportion of

the lowest income group are farm households having a particularly bad

),ear, owning their homes without mortgage but with substantial farm loans.

Some of the self-employed with large overdrafts are also in this group. For

much of the distribntion, debt accotmts for 70 per cent or more of total

financial liabilities, term loans/hire purchase loans for abont 6 per cent,

and overdrafts for about 10 per cent.

Table 8.6: Financial Liabilities by lncame De61e

tL~ a Percentage of Gross Wealth
Total

P’a~wt 7"mwt Loan.~/ Financial
Decile Mortgage Loans Hire Purchase.

OveT~lraj~* Liabilitia~

Bottom I.I 3.2 0.2 1.2 5.7

2 2.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 3.1
3 3.7 0.4 0.3 0.1 4.4
4 4.5 0.7 0.4 0.8 6.4

5 5.1 I.I 0.5 1.2 7.9

6 7.5 I.I 0.6 0.6 9.9

7 10.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 12.2

8 8.0 3.8 0.5 0.8 13.2

9 9.2 0.7 0.7 0.5 11.1
Top 4.6 1.0 0.6 1.5 7.7
~1 6.1 1.4 0.5 0.9 8.9

1~ a Percentage of Total Financial Liabifitie.~
Faith 7~n Loans/

Dedle Mortgage Loans Hire PItrchase Overdrajg.~

Bottom 19.8 56.1 2.7 21.4
2 68.0 13.0 8.5 10.5

3 82.5 8.5 6.0 3.0

4 70.6 11.1 5.3 12.9
5 64.2 14.2 6.4 15.1
6 76.5 11.0 6.3 6.2
7 85.9 4.6 6.0 3.5

8 60.9 28.8 4.1 6.1
9 83.2 6.5 6.2 4.1
Top 59.6 13.4 7.6 19.3
~1 68.9 15.2 6.0 9.9
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ModeUing Debt, Current Accounts and Assu~’ance
As ah’eady discussed, there are several reasons for expecting greater

difficulty in modelling pordblio decisions involving the assets and liabilities
discussed in the previous chapter. For one thing, the data on debt and on

current accounts certainly include a higher proportion of business-related
assets and liabilities whose magnitudes are unlikely to be related to
household characteristics in a predictable manner. So far as life assurance
is concerned, the wealth embodied in-endowment policies are likely to be
treated in a different way to the other financial assets we have been

considering, most of which have been substantially more liquid. Our prior
expectation is that, for most households, the decision to take out an
endowment policy is likely to be based on different criteria than the
decision to acquire other types of financial asset.

Nevertheless, we now examine the degree to which the portfolio choice
fi’amework of Chapter 5 (above) remains applicable to the wider set of assets
and liabilities. Chart 2 offers an expanded decision tree which provides a
general fi’amework within which most of our regressions can be under-
stood.58 The real apex (not shown in Chart 2) of the decision tree is gross
wealth59 (that is before netting out mortgage and farm-related debt) which

is split bep, veen gross financial position (financial assets plus debt) and non-
financial wealth net of debt (Node D - not shown in Chart 2). In turn the
gross financial position is divided between debt (made up of overdrafts,
term loans, farm-related debt and house mortgages) and the rest (Node E).
At Node F, the decision is made bet’ween life assurance and other financial
assets.69 Node G represents the choice between "sophisticated" and "basic"

assets, but this time the latter include credit balances on ctlrl-ent bank
accounts (which we will call "credit balances") for short).

A. Allocation between financial assets and other bross wealth
Looking first at the determinants of financial asset holdings, we have

adapted the equations derived in Regression Table A above to the wider
asset set of this chapter. Thus, telescoping Nodes D and E in the new
decision tree, we arrive at Equations DI to D4 (Regression Table D)
corresponding to Equations AI to A4.

58Though. guided by the data, we do nol rcst,ict ot,rselves too narrowly to this tree.
59An alternative, perhaps more nattwal, |tee would have net wealth at the apex.

Nothi,lg essential hi,ages on Ihe choice of this partictdar formulation, but it serves to
,noti~’ate our equation explaining the ~tio of debt to linancial assets.

C~)As discussed below, after some empirical experimentation, this seemed preferable IO
assuming Ihal life assurance x~ls a component of either the sophisticated group or the basic
group.
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Chart 2 DECISION TREE FOR WIDER CONCEPT OF FINANCIAL ASSETS

FINANCIAL ASSETS
(wide)

r
L

I-
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The variables that were significant in equationsAl to A4 remain
significant with the expanded asset concepts, the signs and sizes of the
coefficients are quite similar and the fit is better (except in D2). In view of
these similarities, it is not necessary to dwell further on the equations.

B. The debt-wealth ratio
Node E identifies the clebt-wealth choice, or equivalently household

leverage. Two equations for this variable are provided in Regression Table
F.

Again the importance of using Tobit estimates is revealed by the
conu’ast between the two equations. In Equation F1, both total wealth and
gross financial position have a significant non-linear impact, but in the
Tobit, only the gross financial position enters significantly. The net effect
of this variable at the mean is positive: a greater gross position is associated
with a higher debt-to-wealth ratio. However the effect is small: an extra
£1,000 in gross financial position is associated with less than 0.4 percentage
points change in the ratio.

Conditional on age, income has a positive effect, but conditional on
income, age has a negative effect on the debt ratio. As with the share of
financial assets in gross wealth, urban households and those in the
professional and managerial socio-economic group have a systematic
tendency to a higher leverage. Finally sex has an important impact: the
debt-gross financial position of women is about 18 percentage points below
that of men, all other things being equal.

C. Life assurance
Tim determinants of life assurance holdings are rather different to

those of other holdings. Wealth, income and socio-economic group do not
have a significant impact on the share of life assurance assets in total

financial assets. Equations E5 and E6 in Regression Table E illustrate the
modest degree to which significant explanatory variables can lye identified

in our data. Urban households have higher life assurance assets, as have
younger households (this despite tim fact that younger houselaolds have
had less years in which to build up tlaeir equity in contract).

A somewhat better degree of explanatory power is obtained for a
Probit equation identifying the households with life assurance (regardless
of the value of the assets involved). Again urban households are identified
as more likely to have policies; however so far as age is concerned in this
case it is older households who are more likely to have the life assurance.
Tim size of financial assets has a non-linear effect, and at the mean this
effect is negative, though at moderate levels of wealth, the effect is positive:
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thus moderate levels of wealth generate the highest proportion of policy-
holders.

D. Allocation between basic and sophisticated assets
Turning to Node G, there is a sharp contrast between our ability to

model the "basic" versus "sophisticated" asset choice with the laarrower set
of assets in Chapter 5 above and the situation when life assurance and
credit balances are included in the denominator. The fit deteriorates
substantially whether or not we include those households which had no
time deposits or small savings, as can I)e seen fi’om Equations El and E2 in
Regression Table E.

The key to the problem seems to be the fact that life assurance assets
are not treated on the same basis as other assets by the households. The
variance of the b,-~sic asset share is much higher now when life ~surance
assets are not included in the denominator. In effect, some households
have much lower "basic" asset shares than would be predicted by an
equation like BI because the), have substantial life assurance assets. That
this is the problem is revealed by including the share of life assurance
assets as an explanatory variable,61 as in Equation E3. Most of the variation
in the share of "basic" assets is now exl)lained by tiffs term alone.

Because of this difficulty, reliance should, we feel, be placed on
Equations BI to B3 for analysis of "basic" asset choice.

For equities, this problem is not so acute, and Equation E4 even
provides a better fit than B4.

Finally, we may mention that it was not possible to explain much of the
variation in credit balances on current account, doubtless because these
vary for reasons related to business activities of the households. Equation
E8 is included for completeness, but is clearly of little assistance in
explaining behaviour.



Chapter 9

CONCLUI)ING REMARKS

Some of the results which we have obtained are comfortingly
l)redietable, h’ish household portfolio choices vary systematieall), with
household wealth, with wealthier households placing more emphasis on
non-financial assets, and on "sophisticated" assets. The age of the
household head is also a factor in the soplaistication of the portfolio.

If capital markets were perfect, current income should not provide
additional explanatory power. It does provide independent explanatory
power in some of our equations, thougla whether this is due to market
imperfections, or because our measure of total wealth is an imperfect one,
is not clear. The role of income as a proxy for the tax rate has also been
explored.

Some soeio-economic factors are also relevant. For example, the self-
employed hold less of their portfolio in financial assets, and have a less
sophisticated financial portfolio. The opposite is true of the professional
and managerial classes.

Taxation is an important influence on portfolio choice, and this can be
detected in our work, even tlaough the asset breakdown available does not
allow a vet-), detailed analysis of the nature of this effect. More generally we
find that income t~x tentls to encourage risk-taking in choice of assets.

The purclaase of recurring premium life assurance seems to be
determined by rather different factors to those influencing the remainder
of the household’s financial portfolio. Wealth, income and even socio-
economic group are not reliable predictors of the share of life assurance
assets in total financial assets.

So far as the degree of household I)orrowings or leverage are
concerned, we find that leverage increases with income, I)ut declines with
age. The sex of the household head is an important factor here: the
leverage of laouseholds with female heads is fat- lower than that of other
households.

Our first estimates of the coefficient of relative risk aversion, a key
parameter for applying economic theory to policy analysis, suggest that it
declines with increasing wealth.

It seems clear that furtlaer research in this area requires additional

75
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sources of ilaformation in at least two different dimensions. For one thing,
a single cross-section does not permit anal),sis of the responsiveness of
household portfolios to changes in rates of return. It is for this reason that
most of the international literature on household portfolio choice simply
cannot be applied to the data set at hand. The ideal situation is to build up
a panel of data over time, hut even a single additional cross-section would
help.

The other dimension in which more data collection would be required
is in the sanapling of high wealth households. Even the large sample which
we have at our disposal includes too few high-wealth individuals to obtain
really reliable results about the management of large portfolios. Because
large household portfolios contain a relatively high fi’action of household
wealth, and particularl), of assets other than bank deposits and
Government small-savings, this is a serious deficienc)~ The sohition could
be disproportionate ovel’sampling of households whose observed
characteristics are likely to be correlated with wealth (as h,’~ been done in
the United States).



Annex 1: The Questionnaire

That part of the questionnaire dealing with savings and assets is
reproduced in this Annex.

ASK ALL RESPONDENTS
7. SAV1NG$ AND ASSETS

The last few quesciona deal vith various forms of savings. This information
is very i~portant for the ~ceuracy of the survey. [very~hing you tell me,

including this infor~tion, is, of course, strictly confidential. If yc~
prefer, you can ¢o~plete this section of the questionnaire separately, and
put it into ~n envelope which you can sea|.

[I~TV: DID RESPONDENT CHOOSE TO C~’~.PLETE SEPARATE "CONFIDENTIAL SECTION 7"?

Yes .... I Fill in Interviewer Number, Area Coda, Xousehold Code and Person
Number on ~he ’~Confiden~ia~ Section )" and give it to respondent

to fill out.

Xo ..... 2 Ask Q,7.1.]

7.1 First, could you look at this card [show Card HI and say which
category corresponds to the total interast and dlvldends paid or

credited ~o you in the last 12 months fr~ all bank, buildlng soeiecy,
post office, and other accounts, and any national saving|, goverxtment
loan$~ stocks and shares?

]          ICategory: a lector from A to ~, or O]

7.2(a) ~o~ thinking just of building society accounts, could you say which
¢~egot~ corresponds to ~he to~al balance in you~ buildln$ society
accounts at present?

]        [Category: A to N, o~ O]

{b) Thinking now of Pos~ O£fiee Savings ~ank or Truste~ Savings Bank
accounts, ".thich category corresponds ~o your total ha|ante ~n Lhaae
accounts a~ p~se~t?

]          {Cat~gory: A to ~, or O~

(e) NO~ ~hinking Of all o~har accounts, excluding cheque book accounts,
but including all other accounts rich banks, Ace, ICe, orodit unions
etc, ~hich category corresponds co your to~al galance in ~hese
accountE at prasenL?

] [Category: A to ~, or O]

(d) Looking ngaln at the card, could you say Vnich category corresponds
to the uaua| tota~ ha|anew in al| your acco~nt$ taken together, ovgr

the last 12 ~nLhs?

[Category: A to ~, or O]

Are s~l o~ these account| you~ ~ persona| 8ccounts~ o~ is any o[
~hem a joint i~coun~?

^11 ....... t, .. , ~o ~o Q.7.] o, ...... joi ........... Iq]
1-ninking just of your joint account(a), which category correepond$
to the total balance in the joint accocnt| it pr@alnt~

] [Category: A to R, or OI

77
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7.3 Do you have ac present, or have you had in the las~ 12 months, any
money in Savings Certiflcaces or Index-linked Savings Bonds?

Yes .... irk No .... 2

When did you ~rchJt¢ How much did How much did you receive
these satvings eettlficate~t/ they colt At by cathfag i~t tome Ot a|I
ravings balds} (lncludl~S Oaat time ~ of the~ cert~tb~0adt drainS

th~ CllShcd Jet during the pate 12 rnooths}
the bttl 1~ motldas)

Month Year [

Stvings Ceres

Index- Unked
SaY.St Bonds

?.4

(a)

(b)

(c)

DO you have at present, or have you had in the last 12 months, any

money in National inst.alment Savings? Yes .... ~ NO .... 2

How much have you invested in National Instalment Savings ac present
(i.e. how much have you paid in)?

£

How much did you pay in over the last 12 months? E

How much. if anything, did you receive from cashing in Naclona[
Instalment Savings Agreements in the last t2 months?

£

7.5

?.6(a)

f---q
DO you have any money in prize bonds ac present? Yes..[ I [ No.. 2

tAbout how much? £

DO you have at present, or did you have in the last 12 months, any
money invesce~ in government or ocher official stocks?

Yes .... F’~           NO .... 2
L

Wha~ is your estimate of the value of the stocks you hold at present?

E

How much did you receive by way of dividends in the last 12 months?

£

(b) Do you, or did you in the last 12 months, own any shares or securities?

Yes .... F~ No .... 2
H

What is your esclmace of the value of the shares and securities you
hold ac present?            £ m m.

12 months?                  [
How much did you receive by way of interest or dividends in the last

7.7 If you have children under )5 or in full-time education, is there more
than £100 invested in chelr names which vas noc included wlch your
savings?

Yes .... [11 No .... 2d I

IF YES
How =Path is invested in their .... sac present? [

Ji
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Have you made any once-off or lump sum investments in deposit, or
investment bonds, guaranteed income bonds, growth bonds, or other
unit linked funds?

Yes .... I 1 [    No .... 2 Go to Q.7.9~

(a) Can you tell me approximately how much your investment is
worth at the moment (eneashment value)? [NOTE: Probe for
approximate reply]

Go to (b) Don’t Kno~’.. V~
i

l
k~en did you purchase the bond(s)? How much did you invest

blonth Year
at that time?

£

£

£

(b) Do you get a regular payment from this scheme?

Yes .... m No .... 2

ow much is this regular payment?

in last 12 months

OR"                Z of the value of the investment

7.9 ASK ALL (a) {If self employed ~ falngr) Ap~I h~m ~e aecommodalion your ~ou~hold
occupies and any hcm~s ol land included in yoal business/farm, do you own
any ~her hou~. land ~ ~h~ ploper~

(bl (All othels] Apart flora lhe accommodatie~ your household occupies, do you
own a~y hola~l, l~d or oEh~r pfoper~l

Ye~ .... [-~ NO .... 2 GO to Q.?.I0
J i

~a~ do you estimate is ~he present market value of the property? ]

To~al value

Do you have a mortgage on any of this property? Yes. ..
Go to ,10

Original amount of mortgage [ Year ~aken out

7.10 Have you ever inherited or received a gift of

Yes NO

(a) a house or other property ~
2

i

(b) all or part of a business or farm
~

2

k~en did you inherit this property/business? Month
Year

inheritance a~ that time? Ih~at was the market value of your f

Apart from property, business and farms, have you in the last
5 years received an inheritance or gift ~orth more than £500?

Yes .... ~’~ NO .... 2
I L

When? Month Year

]
How much? £
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7,11 DO you have a current (i.e. cheque hook) account for personal use,
or combined business and personal use (i.e. not solely for business
purposes)?

Yes, personal,.,~ Yes, combined buslness/personal...~

Is’the usual balance on your cheque book account (or the net
balance on your cheque book accounts, if you have more than
one) in credit, or overdra~rn?

In credit ....
d ~

Could you look at this card and
say which category corresponds
to the usual balance in your
cheque book account(s)?

[Show Card H]

] (category A-N, or O)

No.. 3

Overdrawn .... ~__

Could you look at this card /

and say which category

/
corresponds to she usual
overdraft in your cheeue book

account(s)? [Show Card 8]

j (categoryA-N)      [

Is a joint current account included in this usual balance?

Yes ..... F~-~ No .... 2
p~

Is the joint account usually in credit or overdrawn?

In credi~ ... I Overdrah-n ... 2

What is the usual balance/overdraft? [Show Card H|

(category A-N, or O)

7.12 Apart from vhat we’ve already talked about, do you have any other
property or savings worth more than [500?

Yes .... ~        No .... 2

(a) What?

(b) How much is it worth? Total value in f

END OF INTERVIEW: Thank respondent for co-operatlng.



Annex 2: Definitions of Variables

Here a detailed description is provided of the definition and
ineasurement of the characteristics used to categorise households ill
Chapters 4, 7 and 8, and in tile regression analysis of Chapters 5, 7 and 8.

hzco1lle:

Disposable income of each adult in the household was memsured in die

survey and aggregated, together with income from farming which was
measured separately, into tile household total. Using equivalence scales,
household equivalent illcome was then calculated, households were ranked,
and decile position was derived (i.e., whether the houselmld was in tile
bottom 10 per cent, next 10 per cent, etc.). Tile equivalence scales
employed were those broadly implicit in social welfare payment rates, where
if tile household head is attributed the value of I, additional adults take the
value 0.66 and each child takes the vahie 0.33 (see Callan, Nolan et al. 1989).

Socio-economic C~’oup:
Socio-economic groups were distinguished on tile basis of the

occupation of the household head, using tile 11 socioeconomic group
categories eml)loyed by file Central Statistics Office. These were grouped
into four categories, for tile purposes of analysis, as follows:

(1) CSO category 0 (farnlers) and 1 (other agricultural and fisllel’men);
(2) CSO category 2 (higher professional), 3 (lower professional) and 4

(self-employed with employees) ;
(3) CSO category 5 (salaried employees), 6 (intermediate non-manual), 7

(other non-manual) and 8 (skilled manual);
(4) CSO category 9 (semi-skilled) and 10 (unskilled manual).

Tt.qzure:

Four tenure categories were distinguished:

(I) Owned outright without mortgage outstanding;
(2) Owned ouu’ight with mortgage outstanding (including tenant

purchase schemes);
(3) Private rented;
(4) Local Authority rented.
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Labour Force Status:

The following categories were used for the current labour force status
of the household head:

( I ) Employee (working at least one hour per week for pay);
(2) Self-employed (including farmers);
(3) Unemployed (including first-time job seekers);
(4) Ill (including away fi’om work due to illness but intending to seek

work, and long-term ill/disabled);
(5) Retired;
(6) Engaged in home duties.

Tax Rate:
The tmx rate facing each tax unit - i.e., single person or couple with

dependent children - was calculated on the basis of their allowances and
gross income. The rate facing the unit containing the household head was
taken to be the most relevant one for analysis of portfolio choice.



Regression Tables

Regression Table A: Allocation Between Financial and Other Wealth

I’quatiml no. A I A2 A3 A4 A5

Dependent variable: finass
sfin

sfin
sfin sfin

Explanatory cars:
Cotff (t.staO C~ff (t-staO Cuff (t-staO C~ff (t-staO Coeff (t-star)

constant -1,701 (3.6) 17.71 (7.0) 6.26 (3.3) -7.47 (2.8) -8.76 (3.3)
wealth 1,222 (23.3) -2.87 (13.0) -0.69 (6.0) -0.18 (I.1) -0.17 (1.1)
wealth.squared -8.13 (13.9) 0.061 (10.4) -0.003 (2.5) -0.003 (I.6) -0.004 (0.2)
income -8.4,1 (4.0) 0.006 (2.5) 0.01G (5.3)
age x income 2.33 (5.2)
urban 1,525 (3.2) 7.29 (5.5) 6.14 (5.9) 7.35 (5.1) 6.95 (4.8)
sex 7.60 (4.1) 4.09 (3.0) 3.71 (2.0) 2.61 (I.4)
soc.econ.gp.I 4,651 (7.5)
soc.econ.gp.2 3,818 (6.2) 2.92 (2.1) 6.20 (3.3) 5.09 (2.7)
self employed -3,,196 (4.1) -,I.95 (2.2) -1.56 (2.3) -’1.87 (I.0) -5.29 (2.0)
tax rate 0.24 (6.6)

R-bar squared 0.205 0.128 0.043

Log-likelihood -20,976 -20,969
No. of obs 3,089 2,121 3,089 3,089 3,089
Method l~q LS Lq Tobit Tobit

finass -- holdings of financial assets in £000.
sfin = share of financial assets in total weahh.
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Regression Table B: Allocation Betzoom Basic and Sophisticated Assets

Equation 11o. B I B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7
Depemdenl valiable sbasic* s&Lric

sb¢~-ic
sequi** sequi n~z+ i~’a

C, oeff (t-staO
Coeff

(t-star) Coeff (t-s~) Coeff (t-star) Coeff (t-star) Coeff
(t.stat)

Coeff (t-sta0
constant 100.28 (155.0) 256.30 (23.0) 240.65 (19.8) 4).51 (I.0) -172.02 (12.2) 0.39 (1.2) -93.18 (14.5) ,..r.
wealth 4).23 (3.6) -2.45 (5.2) -2.36 (4.9) 0,31 (5.7) 3.23 (6.3) 0.17 (3,9) 1,63 (5.5) ,.eI
income -1.42 (4.1) -I 1.60 {4.6) -6.60 (2.2) 1.51 (5.6) 14.09 (5.1) ~_
age x income 0.27 (3.5) 2.01 (3.6) 1.36 (2.3) -6.29 (4.8) -2.6 (4.1) ~_
financial assels -6.40 (13.5) -30.77 (10.1) -30.01 (9.9) 0.91 (2.4) 17.7 (5.5) 3.72 (12.3) 18.38 (9.8)
fin assels squared 0.13 (5.1) 1.0l (7.3) 0.98 (7.2) 0.07 (3.8) 0.51 (3.6) -0,09 (5.5) -0.62 (7.2)
soc.econ.gp.2 -3.77 (3.8) -27.95 (3.7) -22.23 (2.8) 2.79 (3.6) 26.86 (3.1) 2.10 (3.3) 19.76 (4.1)
self-employed 5.48 (3.9) 45.15 (3.5) 45.21 (3.5) -3.79 (3.5) -45.17 (3.1) -3.22 (3.6) -25.33 (3.1)
tax rate -I.19 (2.2)
tax rate squared 0.03 (2.9)

O
R4~ar squared 0.185 0.108 0.143

G~
Log-likelihood -I ,601.4 -1,596.3 -1,130.8 -I ,510.1          rn
No. of Obs. 2,121 2,121 2,121 2,121 2,121 2,121 2,121 O
Method LS Tobit Tobit I~ Tobit LS Tobil

*sbasic is percentage share of finmlcial assels held in basic assets.
**sequi is persentage share of financial assets held in equities.
+rl,’a is ssafe reduced by household tax rate.
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Regression Table C: Allocation of Sophisticated As,~ets

85

Depemdent valqable: Sham of equitie.* ill sophisticated assets
hTqualion no. CI C2

ExplanatoD, vars:
Coeff (t-staO Coeff

constant 81.02 (5.2) 137.67
weahh 1.243 (3.2) 2.33
age -9.07 (3.5) -I 6.49

financial asseLs -I 5.12 (3.8) -26.28
fin assets squared 0.338 (3.4) 0.6263
age x fin assets 1.55 (2.2) 2.21

soc.econ.gp. 1 23.2 (2.6) 38.7
soc.econ.gp.2 -9.89 (I .5) 13.9
employee 13.3 (1.6) 18.7

R-har squared 0.228
Log-likelihood
No. of obs. 217 217
Method LS Tobil

(t-staO
(4.5)
(2.7)
(3.3)
(3.7)
(3.1)
(1.7)
(2.2)
(I.2)
(i.2)



Regression Table D: Allocation BetwemJ Financial and Other Wealth (Wide Series)

Equation no. D I D2 D3 D4
Dependent variable tina.~s* tfin** tfin

tfin

Explanatot’y ~mz-s:
Co~ff (t-staO

constant -I,910 (3.9)
gross wealth (+) 1,302 (24.5)
gr ssqth squared -9.10 (15.3)
income -10.58 (4.9)
age x income 3.07 (6.7)
urban 1,500 (3.1)
sex

soc.econ.gp. I -5,001 (7.8)
soc.econ.gp.2 4,185 (6.6)
self-employed -3,669 (4.2)

R-bar squared 0.229 .
Log-likelihood
No. of Obs. 3,089
Medlod LS

Coe.ff
(t-staO C.oeff (t-sta0

Coeff
(t-staO

t4.44 (6.0) 8.85 (4.5) -1.86 (0.7)
-I.40 (10.6) -0.82 (7.1) -0.37 (2.5)
0.10 (7.1) 0.005 (3.5) -0.000 (0.2)

0.005 (2.1) 0.014 (4.7)

9.46 (7.5) 7.64 (7.2) 9.29 (6.9)
6.44 (3.6) 3.27 (2.3) 2.54 (I.4)

3.06 (2.1) 5.35
-4.99 (2.3) -4.60 (2.3) -4.62

0.104 0.055

-1,348.3
2,310 3,089 3,089

LS LS Tohit

(3.0)
(1.9) ©

©

©

*tinass = holdings of wide financial ,assets (= finass + credit current accounts + life assurance).
**tfin is percentage share ofwide financial assets in gross wealth.
+gross wealth does not net out mortgage and farm debt, also includes all of"tinass" (see * above).



Regression Table E: Allocation Between Basic and ,~phisticated Assets; Assurance attd Cut~ent Accounts

I’quation no. El 1’52 1"3 1’54 E5 E6 E7 1’58

Dependent variable
tsrlfe*

L~afe
tsafe teqtti**

fla.*s+ tlttss
nlass++

trap#

E.,:planatoo/vats:

~ff (t.staO~# (t-aaO~ff O-staO Cay (I-staO~f[ (t-s~aO~ff (t-staO~17 (I-staO~ff (t.stat)
constam 89.45 (71.3) 94.91 (73.3) 100.27 (128.1) -0.08 (0.2) 30.33 (14.0) 7.00 (1.1) 31.40 (14.0) 8.30 (12.7)

wealth -0.30 (2.6) 0.21 (5.5) 0.46 (6.5)
income -4.71 (7.3) -4.43 (7.5) 0.83 (9.3)

age(+’,-) -4.07 (9.3) -14.36 (10.1) 2.63 (ll.I)
age x income 0.92 (6.7) 0.76 (5.9) -0.19 (4.2)

financial,’tssets(t) -5.28 (6.3) -5.36 (0.9) -5.79 (16.1) 0.89 (3.2) 2.15 (6.9) -3.74 (6.4)

fin assets sqd (t) 0.11 (2.5) 0.13 (3.2) 0.09 (4.5) 0.08 (5.1) -0.008 (5.0) 0.12 (3.7)

soc.econ.gp.2 -2.72 (1.5) -4.02 (2.4) -2.14 (2.7) 2.38 (3.9) 1.76 (I.4)

self..emplo)’ed -.9.87 (3.4)
urban -7.18 (5.0) -5.14 (3.7) 6.82 (5.2) 24.57 (5.9) 33.12 (5.7)

share life ass (endo) -1.04 (24.8)

Rq~ar squraed 0.067 0.099 0.823 0.124 0.051 0.027

I.og-likelifiood -1,566.7 -1,312.5

No. of Obs. 2,310 2,121 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310 2,310
Method LS KS 2SKS LS LS Tobit Probil KS

*tsafe is percentage share of’edde financial assets held in safe assets.

**tequi is percentage share of wide financial assets held in equities.

÷dass is percentage share of wicle financial assets held in life assurance.

#reap is percentage share of wide financial assets held in credit balances on bank cunent accounts.

++ in equation E7, this variable is actually age squared.

financial assets (t) is wide concept = finas~ + credit balances on current account + life a.ssurance

Do
.-.1
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Regression Table F: Influ~rnre.~ on I)ebt

Equation no. FI 1:2
De~oendent variable udebt * udebt *

C,~ff (t-staO Coeff (t-sta0
consmnu 41.52 (13.6) 27.23 (6.1)
gross wealth (w) -0.41 (2.2) -0.08 (0.3)
gr whh squared 0.007 (3.6) 0.005 (1.7)
income 0.10 (14.8) (I.13 (13.7)
age x income -0.024 ( 16. I ) -0.030 ( 14.1 )
deb! + wd finass** 0.430 (6.7) 0.627 (7.0)
clebt + ass sqd -0.001 (5.2) 4).001 (5.6)
urban 8.45 (5.2) I,I.55 (6.3)
sex -11.92 (5.4) -17.62 (5.4)
soc.econ.gp.2 3.99 (2.0) 1.61 (0.6)

R-bar sqtlared 0.165

Log-likelihood -I 666. I

No. of Obs. 2.310 2,310
Mcthocl 1~ Tobit

*udebt = share of debt in sum of wide financial assets plus debl (= linas.s/(tinass+debt)).
**utl --share of lerm loans in sum of wiclc financial assets anad debt.



Regression Table G: The Share of Housing

I’quation no. G I G2 G3 G4 G5

Dq.,etulent variable.: shva 1 shva 12 Jhva 12 nshva 12 mhva 12

Explanatory vars:
Coeff (t-staO C,.ff (t-staO Coe/f (t-stctO Coeff

(t-st,~O
Co~ (t-staO

o.,astant I,t4 (13.0) 96.9 (60.4) 65.6 (18.0) 89.80 (33.2) 84.9 (40.9)

we:dth* -7.55 03.1) -3.2,t (37.3) 0.20 (1.0) -I.75 (11.6) -2.73 (2,1.3)

wealth* squared 0.057 (8.7) 0.019 (19.4) -0.012 (5.3) 0.006 (3.3) 0.014 (10.9)

income 0.21 (7.6) 0.008 (I.9) -0.019 (2.1) -0.025 (3.6) -0.067 (12.7)
age x income -0.05 (9.3) -0.002 (2.3) 0.009 (4.6) 0.007 (4.9) 0.015 (14.6)
urban 30.5 (5.4) 7.97 (9.8) ~.52 (4.5) -0.46 (0.3) 1.28 (I.2)
sex -18.5 (2.5) -19.9 (I.9) -6.31 (2.6) -6.72 (3.8) 2.17 (I.6)
soc.econ.gp.I -21.3 (3.0) -24.1 (22.6) -28.9 (11.4) -28.3 (15.,t) -20.90 (15.1)
soc.econ.gp.2 1.50 (1.5) 8.55 (3.5) 3.38 (1.9) 0.6,1 (0.5)
self employed -9.33 (6.9) -12.0 (3.6) -I 1.92 (4.9) -6.49 (2.8)

tax i~,te 0.32 (2.0) 0.05 (2.0) 0.22 (4.2) 0.03 (0.7) -0.003 (0. I )

R-bar squared 0.174 0.640 0.221 0.428

Log-likelihood -2,203

No. of obs 2,533 2,533 3,089 2,801 2,530
Medlod L8 LS Tobit LS 1~

slwal = share of gross housing assets in total (net) wealth

shwd2 = share of gross housilag assets in gross wealth

nslwal = share of net housing assets in total (net) weahh

nslwal2 = share of net housing ,qssels in gross weahh

*the weallh variable is total (net) weahh in equations GI and G4; gross weahh in the others.
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Rcgression Figures
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Figure R3

Figure R4
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Figure R5

Figure R6

THE FINANCIAl. eMSSETS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN IREI~NI)
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Figure R7
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